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GLOSSARY

0:  Time, Space, Nothing; Intangible, Absolute Vacuum.
1:  Tangible, Energy, Matter, Universe. 
01: Complementary binary, the unifying force.
Baby Bang:  A Quanta or Singularity where the inception of 

photons takes place. 
B.S.:  Belief System; Beliefs and Superstitions.
Creation-in-Action:  The moment-to-moment Creation 

process.
Free- dom of Mind:  Not thinking you are the 

thinker.
I.B.M.:  “I” Bio-Machine.
I-Dea:  Implies I-Goddess, unlike I-Dio, the I masculine God. 
Infinity Squared ( 2):  Infinite Time multiplied by Infinite 

Possibilities.
In-Formation:  Infinite Formations.
Instinct: The culmination of total information within one’s 

system in the fraction of a second.
I.P.:  I Photon; Infinite Possibilities; Infinite Potentialities.
I.S.:  Information System; Infinity Squared; I System.
I.T.:  Information Theory.
M Theory: The Magic/Mind Theory (highlighted in pink).
The Mind: The metaphysical force (intangible soul, spirit, and 

mind) that runs our lives.
Neutrality: The absolute balance between + - universal polari-

ties.
Quanta (~):  A unit of Thought. The creation of 1 out of 0.
Quantum-quantum:  The Dualistic Universe acting within 

the constraints of the Intangible-Tangible duality; Infinite 
Possibilities. 

Speed of Time:  Instantaneous Creation, all at once.
Thought:  Thought I.S. the interaction between bits of infor-

mation.
Time:  Thought-Timing (Creation-in-Action).
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Time2:  Timing.
Timeism:  A comprehensive understanding of the Theory Of 

Everything (Creation).
Timing:  The rhythm of computing In-Formation. 
T=mc2:  Time equals Mass times the Speed of Light squared; 

Thought equals Mind Capacity squared.
T.O.E.:  Theory Of Everything.
Totality:  01 (the in-tangible tangible Uni-Verse).
Universal Computer: Time Machine.
U.U.:  Universal Unity.

:  The word “WHY,” in the New Paradigm, will be shattered 
and lose all credibility. It is ambiguous, frivo- lous, 
and somewhat rhetorical. In the New Paradigm, the more 
pertinent and valid question will be “HOW?” 

or ~ ~ 

 “HOW  SO?”

On my watch, Time I.S. Thought.
Illus. by John Tenniel, 1865
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INTRODUCTION

DISCOVERING THE SELF IN THE NEW PARADIGM

Writing and publishing this book facilitates one last wake-up 
call to humanity.

The ideas expressed here came to me later in life. For many 
years, I missed the meaning of this world we live in. I never 
questioned the raison d’être, or how we got here in the first 
place. That is, until one day, at the dawn of the age of 
wisdom—45—I began to ask myself a pure and pertinent ques-
tion: What and how is this Universe being created? And what 
does the brute power that operates it really consist of. 

One Sunday in June 1979, I was in San Francisco visiting my 
artist friend Sharron Evans, who invited me to join her and her 
boyfriend for a ride on their small fishing boat in the Bay, not 
far from the Golden Gate Bridge. The weather was sunny and 
relatively calm. I sat at the back of the boat while my friends 
stood at the helm, chatting. All the while, I was contemplating 
the meaning of life—what made it so awesome and mysterious?

My search for the ultimate answer led no further than the 
need to surrender to the fact that—as it seemed to me at the 
Time—I would never be able to discern the deepest Truth 
about the meaning of it all.

Everywhere I turned in my search, I found the next stum-
bling block, simply because there was always more and more 
to be discovered. My mind wandered from one celestial body 
to another—from Black Holes to White Holes, from the sun to 
planets, galaxies, and quasars. I even meandered into that no-
man’s-land, the center of the Earth, which might be as hollow as 
a Geode—all to no avail. I went back home, having surrendered 
to the idea that I would never really know the utterly complex 
and baffling Universe.

Three months later, at my home in Venice, California (the 
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former residence of George Carlin), for no apparent reason, I 
decided to sell my small material handling company with the 
big name “Dynamic Industries.” And so, as I gradually retreated 
to my escape from the drudgery of business, I began dabbling 
in painting, sculpting, photography, and writing.

My first painting, titled Prisoner of Humanity, accurately re-
flects my feelings at the Time. But on the day I finished painting 
it, an incredible thing happened. I sat on my living room sofa 
to view what I had created, and suddenly I dropped to the In-
dian rug on the floor, and curled into a fetal position. I began 
to tremor and tremble, and then, precisely when the grandfa-
ther clock chimed 12:00 midnight, a single word  came 
into my mind—TIME.

A Magical Light turned ON.
At that very moment, I understood that I was a part of IT all. 
The very next day, I announced my revelation to my two 

neighbors, George Walther, who has described our friendship 
as FFL (friends for life), and to the beautiful and gracious Diana 
Ganie, who proclaimed I must have gone through a metamor-
phosis “of some kind.”

In this simple unfathomable moment I realized that I had 
finally found the very answer to my quest three months earlier 
in the San Francisco Bay. It all made sense—the meaning of my 
existence in this world and Universe came together in a single 
word: TIME.

From then on, the road to understanding Time and Cre-
ation was quick. I soon discovered what power was behind this 
big behemoth Universe—what some people call God. I discov-
ered that Time is 0 Nothingness, the only power that can create 
totality. 0 creates everything and everything is 01.

Read on, slowly and studiously, and you too will understand.
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SILENCE IS THE ULTIMATE TRUTH

The Truth
I.S. 010

010 I.S. the culmination of all truths
by as many perceptions:
As many entities
0f as many minds
0f as many lenses
 as many colors
as many dimensions
0f the one, and only Truth
Collective perception!!!
Consciousness…
***********
All I.T. I.S….
(((******

Flash Memory
Holographic Thought
Inner wrestling
between the Intangible 0 Time and 1 Self in

~

~

Silence
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~

~

~

Thought ~ Feeling

Quantum ~ Entropy
~

~

Relative Perception
~

~

~

~
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Welcome to Humanity’s Transformation

We are All Telepathically Entwined

01 Pixel
1 Moment, 1 Movement
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American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)
If Time can be squared, why can’t I be?
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THE 0 AND THE 1

Hindu mystics formally discovered the 0 and brought to the 
world the concept of “nothingness.” Without this discovery, we 
would have no human mantel to create our timely arrival to this 
Computer Age, a manifestation of the Total/Time/Thought/
Computer/Universe.

Father Abraham discovered the 1, Primordial Monoism. 
The Biblical name of God is Yahweh (יהוה), which literally 
translates to Past-Present-Future, i.e. Time. Abraham’s I-Dea 
was  enthusiastically embraced by the earliest Jews.

It was a Goddess of an I-Dea.
And here is the grand surprise for the Christian world. The 

Christian cross does not merely imply a person crucified by the 
Romans (future Christians). It also consists of two cosmic in-
tersecting minus signs ( – Time) creating the plus ( + Timing).

In a cosmic way, the cross I.S. another nod to the eternal-
internal transition from absence to being, from nothing to 
something! Negative turns to positive, regardless of any belief 
or religion you may subscribe to.

Now, is “God” a sleepwalker, or a self-cognizant self-Creator 
who says, “I am who I am”?

The creator of computers (Man-God) intuited that all that 
was needed to build a Universe were the two simplest digits—
from 0 nothing to 1 something, from the Intangible into Tan-
gible matter-energy.

Slowly but surely, we now understand what God-Man I.S., 
and what Man-God is not. 
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TIME I.S. THOUGHT
Photons are Baby Bangs

Follow this one closely because once you get it, you’ll say, “Eu-
reka! I’ll never forget it for the next Billion years…”

Time I.S. Thought. Thought I.S. Time. T=mc2. Think of it: 
we breathe and ingest to be who we are, a magical Virtual Syn-
apse from 0 to 1: self-Creation, all in the instantaneous Speed of 
Time. The here and now is here now, and then it’s gone. With-
out Time there can be no Timing and no Thought. Without 
Thought there can be no Time. Time and its twin Thought 
create the self, a Magical virtual synapse, from 0 to 1.

50 years of pondering have not brought me any closer to an-
swering the question, what are light quanta?

—Albert Einstein, 1951

The neutral quanta I.S. the inception of the Creation pro-
cess, powered every femtosecond by Baby Bangs, perpetual and 
instantaneous explosions from Nothing to Information (Infi-
nite Formations). Forget about the 6,000-year-old Bible story 
of Creation. Forget about scientific explanation going back 13.7 
billion years. The genie I.S. now out of the bottle: there was no 
single Big Bang, only continuous non-stop Baby Bangs. Cre-
ation I.S. a continuum!

From 0 Time Singularity to 01 Event Zone, photons are created at the 
Speed of Time. Baby Bangs are the building blocks of the Universe.
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THE WORLD I.S. A FORMATION 
SYSTEM OF BITS AND BYTES

To summarize: our souls—the God within—are waking up to 
the fact that our world is a formation system of bits and bytes, 
self-gobbling, chewing, and devouring some poor little Bits, 
just to have a bigger and bigger Byte of some nice cream-col-
ored Information.

Creation-in-Action is non-stop: Time-Mind-Thought-Ac-
tion.

Thoughts are the threshold to Creation-in-Ac-
tion par excellence.

Inspirations are clouds of picture pixels in the brain. They 
come and go as they please, and when they are gone, they are 
gone, never to be exactly repeated, like virtual bubbles float-
ing down the virtual river of Timing, tumbling over the virtual 
Time-fall of Eternity, never to be seen again, but perhaps to be 
fantastically re-imagined.

This architecture inspired my imagination.
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THE UNIVERSE IS DUALISTIC

The world is a system of Formations—literally a collection of 
bits and bytes of Information. And while forming itself, this In-
formation System is constantly changing, due to the symbiotic 
interaction process. In short: the Information System is self-
Creation, Infinity Squared ( 2). That is the I.T. (In-Forma-
tion Theory) in a nutshell.

The Universe is dualistic, Intangible and Tangible, 0s and 1s. 
It both I.S. and I.S. not. 0s and 1s make up our grand Realistic-
Illusion, being by not being….

Information (Infinite Formations) has never been so invis-
ible and yet so prevalent. The Information System contains the 
whole Universe. And yet, this System I.S. nothing more than an 
I-Dea (I-Goddess). The whole System is made of Thought For-
mations. Thought I.S. the vehicle, and the I-Dea is the driver.

We all need to grasp this simple 01 fact—which I.T.-self I.S. 
bits and bytes, trumpeting a wake-up call, heralding the dawn 
of a new Information Paradigm. The mere acceptance of such a 
concept will promote Freedom of Mind and the joy of being a 
kind-human member of humankind.

Poetry, 1983
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THE WORLD I.S. IN-FORMATION

Again: the world is In-Formation, forming to be who you are. 
How much of it? All of it: you, and the Information you are 
reading right now.

Our body and our organs are governed by our Soul, Spirit, 
and Mind, creating the infrastructure in constant formations, 
forming and re-forming, while symbiotically interacting with 
external Formations.

Physically speaking, Creation I.S. a formation of the… 
s e l f  in the Event Zones of photons—Baby Bangs.

A photon comprises both singularity and an Event Zone, 
where a singularity deposits some bits of Information as an in-
ception of the Creation-in-Action process.

The Universe I.S. photonic, comprised of Baby Bangs.
Everything we touch, taste, smell, hear, and see are photons, 

i.e. Formation in Action.
Right now, you are reading In-Formation and discharging 

Out-formations, the Building Blocks (B.B. guns) of your per-
sonal Universal make-up.

And at the root, photons are being formed to be the stars of 
the show.

What is not In-Formation has never been in Time, or any-
where else. In fact, it would not even cross your mind.
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ON THE INFORMATION SYSTEM

The Universe is an Information System (I.S.), an interaction be-
tween bits and bytes forming every femtosecond.

Every Thought, every Word, every Concept, every Idea, ev-
ery Feeling, every Vision, every Perception is being formed as 
In-Formation—the very miracle of Creation-in-Action.

Einstein once said, “Everything should be made very simple, 
but not simpler.”

In reality, the Universe is simple—it’s the very best quantum-
quantum computer ( 2) with the most out standing 
quantum CPU, spitting out 0s and 1s faster than cosmic rays, 
and faster than our relay body-antennas can pick them all up.

What makes you do what you do, or think? 

M
a g i c

Collective antenna.
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 ASK WHY?

Don’t ask “why.” The “why” is a psychological pastime and be-
longs to the old Belief-Paradigm. Instead, ask “how” if you wish 
to understand.

Everything I.S.
God said I Am—so let us just Be as well, and accept yourself 

as the holographic Image of yourself, as the Universe/God sees 
you. There is no need to look in the mirror to find yourself; feel 
yourself, make sure you engage your Intangible Soul, Spirit, and 
Mind.

The implications this will bring to your day-to-day life are 
immeasurable. Practice the Image of God/Time self-Creation. 
Call it “The Consciousness of a 010 Infosecond.” We are all ele-
ments of Time.

The Eternal Now (the T.E.N.-dimensional 010 reality) is the 
Future feeding upon the Past creating a new moment, a new 
movement of the self that has just changed from reality to Illu-
sion. Past and Future are only a passing Thought.

I want to know how God created this world. I am not inter-
ested in this or that phenomenon, in the spectrum of this or 
that element. I want to know His thoughts; the rest are details.

—Albert Einstein

Einstein missed the fact that his thoughts and God’s thoughts 
were one and the same. My God is in my head, and your God is 
in your head. Indeed, God is in the details of a Quanta, where a 
Singularity creates the Event Zone.
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QUANTA I.S. THE INSTANTANEOUS SPEED OF TIME

Information comes and goes at the 010 instantaneous quantum 
Speed of Time.

It is a seamless cycle of Creation/Evolution and Destruction. 
From 0 to 1 to 0, forever, non-stop! Thus no beginning and no 
end.

Understanding  T i m i n g  is key to understanding the po-
tentialities of the unfolding New Paradigm, to accepting instan-
taneous Creation.

The world is an Information System, made of  Binary 
code. During our primitive evolutionary development, the in-
tangible 0 was the hidden reality, until the Hindus’ discovery of 
the monstrous 0.

Time is the 0 Creator—God. Timing, on the other hand, is 
the 010 manifestation of the Universe. In other words, from 0 
to 1 to 0, we come from 0 nothing to 1 something, to nothing, 
all in the flash of an “I” consciousness. The Universe is united 
by the manifestation of this 01 duality.

Today, we can finally understand the 01 Universal duality, 
and with that understanding comes Freedom of Mind.

An affront to any race that claims to be “superior.”
One of the equations for the Theory of Everything (T.O.E.).
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BEYOND THE SPEED OF LIGHT

The Speed of Time is Quanta beyond the Speed of Light, since 
the Speed of Time is the speed of instantaneous “Baby Bangs.”

What could possibly be faster than the Speed of Time? 
Nothing of course, not even Timing.

Digesting these I-Deas is, in itself, an act of formation/cre-
ation at the 010 dimensional Speed of Time, in your Mind.

I.T. I.S. simple. 

Einstein’s Deathbed Equation

 
At his bedside lay the draft of his undelivered speech for Is-

rael Independence Day. “I speak to you today not as an Ameri-
can citizen and not as a Jew, but as a human being,” it began.

Also by his bed were twelve 
pages of tightly written equa-
tions, littered with cross-outs 
and corrections. To the very end, 
he struggled to find his elusive 
unified field theory. And the final 
thing he wrote, before he went to 
sleep for the last time, was one 
more line of symbols and num-
bers that he hoped might get 
him, and the rest of us, just a lit-
tle step closer to the spirit mani-
fest in the laws of the universe.

“Einstein (Mind Capacity Squared),” oil on canvas, 1984
Teach your child to create by asking, “How does the flower grow?”

= 010
(e.c.2)
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REPRESENTATIVES OF TOTALITY

Every photon represents an In-Formed Universe. As the New 
Paradigm unfolds, we will discover that there I.S. a tiny Large 
Hadron Collider in every Photon which carries everything 
from light to X-rays to Gamma rays and all the other phantom 
rays.

We are representatives of Totality, or of God (that is, if you 
insist on being a believer). The Universe I.S. self-image, self-
Creation, self-observation which you can watch and observe. 
However, you the observer beware, for as you  observe 
the Universe, the Universe observes you, your mentality, your 
behavior, your actions. The Universe feels your emotional vi-
bration.

Artist’s studio, Marina del Rey, CA, 1994
Watch “3111 Ocean Front Walk” on YouTube.

Don’t think you are the thinker—be the observer!
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TAMING THE BEAST

The entire animal kingdom has always been intuitively tamed to 
understand the basic principle of Neutral Time and Timing… 
all except for one animal known as Man. Most animals simply 
stick to the present moment of their being, with no thoughts 
beyond taking care of the necessities for survival.

Thus, “Man is the last one to be tamed.”
In this unfolding New Paradigm, we can understand the di-

vergence of Faith and Theology, Morality and Ethics. We can 
examine  and equate our Belief Systems, and seek under-
standing instead. 

As Saint Augustine suggested: “Theology is faith seeking un-
derstanding.” That’s true, but adhering to theology and faith is 
not quite understanding. What is faith anyway? Another word, 
another misleading theology, another mental distortion.

“Man and Beasts,” oil on canvas, 1982
Biting the hand that feeds.
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FREEDOM OF MIND

Free your Mind while ambling toward greater consciousness 
and understanding the Time-Timing-Thought phenomenon, 
Mankind has failed to grasp the bits and bytes of Formation 
that connect the dots in front of our eyes.

Free your mind in order to understand the cosm of your 
brain’s neurons, and how they shoot sparks to enlighten your 
mind. Your brain, your computer, is creating your message 
to self-God, by self-God, for the extended self-collective-

G D. 
Your Mind I.S. your God in Action. Think 010. You shall 

know the Truth—the Computer—and the Truth shall set you 
Free. Without even trying, Man meandered to this computed 
moment of truth: the creation of the quantum computer had 
just happened. All discoveries of Creation are inevitable, natu-
ral, neutral processes. They just are, trial and error or not.

The brain I.S. a quantum computer. The Universe is a quan-
tum-quantum computer, and so I.S. Infinity Squared, your 
Mind, receiving, and emitting 0s and 1s without being cogni-
zant of it.

God is awake and asleep at the same Time and around the 
clock, and now the I.S. is waking up to the enormous simplicity 
of the task at hand: realizing self-Creation-in-Action.

The world is an Information System. 0 intangible Space/
Time creates the self-tangible known Universe in an automatic 
yet Autonomous Creation process. Time and Thoughts are an 
inextricably interlinked essence, the ultimate demonstration of 
Formation in Action.
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THE TIME UNIVERSE

Time creates the self-Universe.
Timing, on the other hand, I.S. rhythmic, Change and Ex-

Change, Creation and Destruction. 
Be focused! There is no 0 Time on your watch, or is there?
There is no need to “believe,” but there is a need to under-

stand the core simplicity of Nature. Observe I.T., walk tall, and 
revel in your awakening.

Creative collective understanding of Totality is the grand 
desire to  ride the Express Train of 010 understanding.

Destination: 
Freedom of the collective Human Mind.

Result: 
War-minded humans no more!!

Hummingbird E.R.
Divorce your self from your self in order to be peaceful.
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TIME2 = TIMING

Perpetually, people speak in the language of Timing, errone-
ously thinking they are talking about Time.

For instance:

• When will we go back to Eden?
• What will happen when we get there?
• Why does the earth rotate at 0 mph at the poles and at 1,000 

mph at the Equator?
• Which train is faster? Etc. Etc.

Sometimes you are sitting in your stationary train ready to 
depart while the train next to you begins to move and you are 
baffled—you fall into the illusion that your train is the one in 
motion.

When people talk about Time, what they really mean is Tim-
ing. We are wedded to The Eternal Now (T.E.N.)—Creation-
in-Action, Time creating Timing, while incremental entropy is 
taking place on all levels of consciousness.

Some people say that Timing is everything. I say, Time I.S. 
the Creator of Everything. Timing, on the other hand, just 
I.S.… an experience in realistic illusions.
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THE ORIGIN OF THOUGHT

Time simply I.S. and then it is not.
Beliefs are Thoughts we harbor from the past, and their val-

ue diminishes as per the distance of that past. 
We forget that we are the Aliens anxiously searching for our 

identity, our distant past.
God has no preference or judgment as to what God creates; 

God does not concern itself with what God creates as long as 
God creates, drawing from all the wells of Infinite Potentiali-
ties.

“The Origin of Man—Time,” oil on canvas, 1983
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0 TIME ~ 1 SPACE

0 is just that: absolute nothing, an utter cosmic vacuum.
1 space, 0 Time.
As Gertrude Stein put it, “There’s no there there.” Or is there?
Moreover, pure 0 is forever never.
Imagine Space as the womb of the Universe, a birthing arena 

for the creative process, the gestation of tangible Matter/En-
ergy.

Space cannot exist outside Time, as they are the virtual re-
flections of one another, the same.

From the horse’s mouth: “A Space/Time continuum.”
You the reader are the medium, connecting the dots of the 

Creation Process, from 0 to 1 to 0, all while racing to hibernate 
in your “Den.”

Horse trailer by Dynamic, Toronto, Canada, 1968
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0 TIME ~ 0 GOD 

0 Time I.S. Incognito.
0 I.S. God.
01 Time I.S. the Thought of God.
01 God extends through you, your child, your grandchild, 

and your Universal injections of Baby Bangs taking place in 
your brain’s Event Zone.

Pure 0 can be imagined by humans, and maybe by the ani-
mal kingdom as well. But it… 

cannot be seen.

Express Your Peaceful Personality

Buena Vista Ranch, Valley Center, CA, 1981
Your Thoughts are insignificant points

 of entry into the Garden of your significant Feelings.
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1 GOD

1 I.S. God, too.
God is quantum self-Creation, from 0 to 1. As the Jews say, 

“Yesh Meayin” (יש מאיין), i.e. Something out of Nothing, “Ex Ni-
hilo” in Latin.

The Universe is self-Creation, with the ability to be able to 
say: I am.

And where does this self-Creation take place?
Where else? In your thoughts, running amok in your head, 

now and then. ~ ~

The Pyramids of Giza, 1984
Now ~ ~ and ~ ~ then.
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INSTANTANEOUS MAGIC
(How Does the Flower Grow?)

One would ask: How does a flower grow from the stem to the 
petals, to the pollen, to the fruit, to the tree? Everything grows 
like a flower—in symbiotic increments, and yet also in instan-
taneous Magic.

I.T. just I.S. and I.T. I.S. still changing.
010 is magnificent, synchronized Creation-in-Action in vir-

tual Time.
From 0 we come, to 0 we go, with an in-between vastness of 

nothing  ness.
Time I.S. Infinite.

If we could see the miracle of a single flower clearly, our whole 
life would change.

—Buddha

How do flower genes communicate?

M a  g i c
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01 CREATION

• 0s and 1s are inseparable.
• 0 can’t exist without the 1 to demarcate its absence.
• 1 can’t exist without the initial leap from 0 to 1 to I.

Things happen on their own as they will. You have to be who 
you are and do what you have to do no matter what circum-
stances dictate for you in a world of Infinite Possibilities.

Like two sides of a coin that has been flipped and is eternally 
spinning, 0 and 1 are spinning to the rhythm of Life, 
presenting Creation-in-Action, the spinning engine of the Uni-
verse churning out the realms of Infinite Possibilities every 
femtosecond.

My daughter at the age of 01, 1967
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THE M THEORY

How does the 0 get to 1? Good question!
It’s Magic, as in “M Theory”—for Membrane, Matrix, and 

Mother. All crowned by the Total Mind, the Time-God, if you 
will.

And yet, unlike magic, this process is no sleight-of-hand, no 
“trick.” It just I.S.… magical, wondrous self-Creation.

The naked eye sees this Magic in the limelight, but sometimes 
the eye- lid veils the collective human mind. Humans still 
argue,  sometimes violently, wondering evermore about Cre-
ation and Evolution. But Creation and Evolution are not unlike 
Space and Time—they are part of the same sequence, 010.

Creation x Evolution

My 02-year-old granddaughter, 2002
This rectangular light was magically suspended
in the air. I asked my granddaughter to hold it.

M a g i
c
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INFINITE POTENTIALITIES

In the realm of Infinite Possibilities, there is no specific reason 
for anything to be what it is, except for being what I.T. I.S., as 
I.T. I.S., right now and right here. Then it’s gone in fraction of a 
second, because Nothing lasts forever.

In fact, only nothing lasts forever.
The Information Theory is so simple that I.T. cannot be any 

simpler. Albert Einstein was searching for the Unified Field 
Theory in one simple equation, which defied him even on his 
deathbed.

No theory or equation can be more concise  than 010—the 
mathematical core of the I.S.

My hijacked studio/gallery on the
San Andreas Fault, Whitewater, CA, 2010

Two sets of my books—Man is the Last One To Be Tamed and 
Time the Total Mind—are embedded at the north and south 

poles of the concrete foundation, or so I was told.
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DOING VS. CREATIVITY

The magical transition of 0 to 1 is an instantaneous metamor-
phosis, from nothing to something—the threshold of all of cre-
ation.

If you live a life of “doing,” you merely exist. But you can 
live a godly Life when you understand the difference between 
forced doing and the joy of being creative. Creativity is the 
flower of life. Enjoy your creative force! 

The natural state of Being is freedom of the mind, while do-
ing is a  subconscious experience in forced self-slavery. 
Use your Notion in motion—charge and recharge the radical 
Changes in your Life. 

Change is the foundation for all of quantum Life’s transi-
tions: 010. 

Have a ready Mind. 

Life I.S. a series of pixels.
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THE ETERNAL NOW

The M Theory stands for Magic/MIND, the magical channels 
leading to The Eternal Now, T.E.N., 010 dimensions.

The Eternal Now is not a fixed point of “being” but a moving 
Fulcrum, connecting the dots, from 0 absence to 1 presence.

The In-Formation just keeps churning your thoughts.
But what I.S. I.T. you would like to think?

I like to think of nothing if I can.

Best idea prevails: Rivals battling I.T. out.
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UNIVERSAL MIND

Time I.S. the Total Mind of the Universe. The Mind is Total-
Total. It creates the Thought and it digests the Thought and it 
expels the Thought, sending cosmic rays to the chip in your 
head, the grey matter.  is it grey? Because grey is the optimum 
balance between Black and White, Neutral, a balanced being, 
tangible-intangible, Something and Nothing, Universal.

The Total Mind creates the wavelength, that which reaches 
for the antenna, and it is your physical body, as an antenna, that 
p i c k s I.T. up. 

Do you ever feel it? Probably not.
But turn off Time and there is no Mind, no antenna, no sys-

tem of On and Off. And notice that On and Off both begin with 
Os. Turn off the Mind and there is no Time. The Time/Mind 
is what creates the Tree of Life. There’s no escape from Life’s 
involuntary experience, whether it’s the tree, the flower, or you, 
the fruit of Life.

As a human, if you wish to be savvy, turn your involuntary 
Experience into a voluntary Experiment, an unforgettable feat 
that will constantly uplift your Soul, Spirit, and Mind. 

Intangible
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I.T. I.S. WHAT I.T. I.S.

In-Formation Theory gives the Universe a basic framework for 
what I.T. already I.S.

The Information Paradox proposed by Stephen Hawking is 
no longer a paradox. I.T. I.S. what I.T. I.S.—a Universal Infor-
mation System.

Mr. Hawking also aspires to build a Time Machine, but he 
never will, for we are the cogs wheeling and dealing within the 
Universal Time Machine.

And we keep rolling.
The hay-roll of life.

We are the cogs, wheeling and dealing.
Keep rolling the hay of Life.
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FOOD, SHELTER, SEX, AND ART
Understanding Spirituality

By now we have quantum-leaped String Theory, only to discov-
er that there are no strings, only the final Natural/Neutral In-
Formation, third and fourth dimensional virtual printing. Mat-
ter and anti-matter stand in the background like a ghost behind 
the host. In other words, the world’s Matter is no more—and 
no less—than bits and bytes, Intangible/Tangible, in transition, 
faster than a heartbeat.

It took eons for human consciousness and ingenuity to 
arrive at  this conclusion, the most obvious formation of 
Thought, the most informed nature of us all and everything!

The I.S.—0s and 1s—was “right under our noses” all along, 
but we had no name for it. We were perplexed.

Now we have finally discovered Eden in Ouroboros.

Ouroboros
01 Universe feeds upon itself.

unity
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EVERY MOMENT I.S. A MOVEMENT

The so-called “moment” is a movement, and every movement 
is a moment, a membrane in the Space-Time continuum.

Apocalyptic doomsayers speak of “The End of Days,” mis-
understanding the Bible’s basic premise.

The End of Days is just that: the End of misunderstanding 
Timing, Thought, and the greatest unknown—Time.

We are gods made by the natural/neutral universal 10D 
Printer, while we subconsciously and telepathically reprint 
one another, without shame, and without hiding behind a 
Fig Leaf. We are engaged in the production of multiple Baby 
Bangs.

Slow down your reproduction, enjoy life

3D printing one another, shamelessly, without a Fig Leaf.
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IN TIME WE TRUST

At the End of Days, 0 Time, the 010 in The Eternal Now, there is 
no ego, no spoon-fed medicine for misunderstanding the Cre-
ation process.

How can the ego survive the manifold distortions of The 
Eternal Now reality?

The ego does not have a chance. For, it does not 
stand alone.

“Speak Up, America,” collage, 1983
In Time We Trust.
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DON’T RACE AGAINST TIME

As soon as we understand Creation, we have no need to Be-
lieve. We simply achieve the Freedom of a neutral Mind. Get 
rid of the toxins you have gathered, traversing the convolutions 
of your brain.

You can actually reach to the Mind of God.
Sleep helps get rid of brain toxins we have gathered while 

awake and running full speed.
Slow down! Have less children! You will have more time to 

enjoy a better life!
What a relief!
Embrace the Universe as an Information System and you 

will embrace I.T. as I.T. I.S.—simply.

Time
If we race against it,

we’re bound to pay a heavy price.
(Weapons of Mass Destruction, anyone?)
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THE CHIP IN YOUR HEAD

It cannot be stated enough: no 0 without 1, no 1 without 0. 
Together, they make a “Unified Field Theory,” a Unity of the 
Intangible/Tangible Universe.

Time Creates Timing/Thought processes, and the love of 
Life.

Involuntarily, we go from 0 to 1, and from 1 to 0, and back, 
as we are always in the wave-particle continuum of the 010. We 
are formed as an equilibrium in Universal Unity (U.U.).

I B M has succeeded in transcending normal sequen-
tial 01 computation with simultaneous 01 unity. By doing so, 
they have essentially recreated the Magical creation process—
mirroring the “I” Biological Machine.

B e a u t i f u l

“I” Bio-Machine
Creation I.S. like a Quantum “Watson Machine” or 

“Deep Blue,” featuring a Change and Ex-Change 
of I-Deas which, in turn, power New I-Deas.
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STAR OF THE SHOW

Faced with a dilemma, humans now have a choice: free will, or 
freely and “willingly” wheeling and dealing.

Beliefs are an innate, psychological, toxin-treasured phe-
nomena that humans have held so deeply and for so long.

Curiosity is a human trait like no other. Humans are curious 
to understand. They await the Special Delivery of the X, the un-
known message. But there’s only 0 message to know, and only 
01 to understand.

Information I.S. a Universal System.
Do Thoughts really have the power to choose between Yes 

and No? The answer is Yes and No. Every moment is a shift 
from 0 to 1 and back. Creation and Destruction are the back-
bone that carries the 0, the null, the void in between pain, joy, 
and ecstasy. Feelings are Real. Thoughts are bubbles, floating in 
the wind, bursting and disappearing—sometimes gently, some-
times not.

It takes the same amount of mind control to go to the here 
and now, or go nowhere, where there is no control of the cha-
otic formation of Infinite Possibilities.

Dare yourself to find the “I” of the needle in the haystack 
of Infinite Possibilities and bask in the limelight of your Prime 
Life.

And remember, even as a random Photon, you are still the 
Star of the show.
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LIFE I.S. INVOLUNTARY EXPERIENCE

How can scientists build Large Hadron Colliders to re-create 
the God Particle, when in reality that very G-particle is embed-
ded in their heads, their grey matter? When every particle I.S. 
a God Particle?

Philosophical science has pierced the veil that has been cov-
ering our window to the outside world of reality, of what I.S.

Science might be able to speculate about the elusive Big Bang 
but, in reality, Baby Bangs (photons) are the stars of the show.

 Photons are our BB Guns, shooting Baby Bangs, 
forming worlds of self-Universe.

Creation is eternal and eternally present. It cannot have be-
gun nor can it possibly end.

Only by dissecting Totality will there be a Beginning and 
an End. Even our state of being requires a look at the dualistic 
Totality: life begins and ends.

We are but a passing Element of Time, while goverened by 
Timing.

We Come and Go
Involuntarily

Freedom of Mind is accepting the I.S. as I.S.
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PURE CONSCIOUSNESS

Again: what exactly is all this understanding for?
Well, when you find yourself in the haystack of reality, you 

can be the creative force that you are, simply by being in the 
world as I.T. I.S.

Be cognizant of this, and you will divorce yourself from the 
bondage of your Beliefs (a form of hallucination) and finally be 
wedded to understanding.

Once you’re divorced from all B.S. (Belief Systems), it is you 
who will stand-under (surrender to) the system as I.T. I.S. 

Welcome to Timeism: pure consciousness.
Welcome home to Eden, to Nature.

With Michelle, 1994
Pure consciousness.
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SURRENDER TO FREEDOM

You may ask: How does this affect me? 
Here’s how: You need Freedom of Mind to imagine the vast-

ness of the Creation process. If you can’t imagine who you are 
in the realm of the Total, and what your make-up is, you are 
doomed to be a slave to your detached frivolous Mind, feeling 
like an orphan lost in the wilderness of Timing. It’s not a pleas-
ant feeling to realize you are being uprooted from your maker. 
Time I.S. your life—we are all made of Time Elements.

Understanding Freedom of Mind is paramount. 
Understanding, in fact, will free your imprisoned, oh-so-hu-
man state of mind. 

The New Paradigm will free your mind by substituting am-
biguous and frivolous B.S. with pure understanding, so that you 
may surrender to the freedom that grants you the natural/neu-
tral state of Being “God’s Image” without “why” and without 
sinful remorse. Free yourself from your unintended thoughts.

“Madonna” and “The Kiss,” clay sculptures, 1984
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CHICKEN AND EGG, TIME AND THOUGHT
Both are created simultanously

Time creates, and Timing governs the interaction of that which 
is being created.

It’s akin to the case of the chicken and the egg, and there’s 
no point in fighting about who came first, as both are created 
equally in Time, at the same Time.

So, which came first, Time or the Creator of the self?
Time is the intangible aspect of Totality, the Soul of God 

(science calls it Dark Matter/Dark Energy) that c r e a t e s 
the Universe, whether we know it or not.

No Time, no Universe—if you flick the switch, the room 
goes dark in the abyss of Time, and, in fact, you will be spaced 
out, in no room at all.

Under Construction, Marina Del Rey, 1992
Watch “3111 Ocean Front Walk” on YouTube.

Let the magic aura shine through!
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ONLY YOU AND TIMING

Believing is never fully real, for, just like knowledge, belief sys-
tems are of sequestered relevance, and make Information seg-
mental and conditional. “I know this and that, I believe this 
and that, but I never wholly understand.” Beliefs always contain 
the kernel of the Believer’s own doubt, the hidden dissent. To 
believe is a fear of the unknown, of not understanding. When 
you do under-stand, you surrender to (stand-under) the fact 
that you do not fully know. You have not surrendered to the un-
known,  because you still know something, but not every-
thing. 

Have you ever stopped and thought:  do men fight wars 
over ambiguous beliefs? 

For this reason: man himself is not convinced of the gods 
and the golden calves he so loves, adores, and worships. He 
sometimes even sacrificing animals and humans, all for a Belief 
he himself does not fully understand. 

Understanding the I.S. means understanding the holistic 
black hole that contains the crown jewel embedded deep in 
the cosmic 0 Space-Time. The 0 is impregnated by the spirited 
1-self-Creation Universe. 

There is only Time and You… no middleman! No Moses, no 
Jesus, no Mohammed, no Plato, no Aristotle. No one else needs 
to be employed in order to understand this majestic formula of 
understanding.

Time is the spirit that moves your arms, your legs, your eyes, 
your mind, and your heart.
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THE THOUGHT ENIGMA

Have you ever thought about the power of Change? 
I change therefore I am. And I am not in control of my 

thoughts because they continually Change and ex-Change.
It is not: “I think, therefore I am,” as René Descartes thought 

and declared. It is: I think, therefore the Universe I.S., with me 
and without me.

That I.S. the essence of In-Formation Theory, 

as such.

Enigma on the Thames, 1996
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WAR NO MORE

Thoughts are 0s and 1s, the threshold of the creation process. 
You cannot see your thoughts. You can only imagine them.

We cannot conceive of “no Thought” for that itself is a 
Thought.

He who understands accepts the I.P. (Infinite Possibilities) 
and lives a grand, more peaceful, more comfortable, and more 
loving Life.

Peace is healthy, peace is beautiful, peace is the essence of 
a good  compassionate life! Make love but control the 
birth rate. Then we (and our children) will have a better quality 
of life and more free Time.

Stop fighting to extinction!!!

“The Hug,” vitreous carbon, 1985
You will recognize the free Nations by the

smiles on their faces, and you will smile too.
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CREATION I.S. EVOLUTION

With no “fixed point of being,” we see that the great debate of 
Creation vs. Evolution is a bust.

Creation I.S. Evolution, and Evolution I.S. Creation, in the 
same way that the 0 and the 1 cannot be separate. They are one 
and the same, a binary of attraction and repulsion. Creation I.S. 
the vehicle. Evolution is the driver.

The transition from 0 to 1 I.S. The Eternal Now, self-Cre-
ation, self-formed, self-driven, self-evolved, self-annihilation.

Like particles, we release energy by surfing the high 
and low waves of life! From vacuum to vacuum.

Creation Evolves

4,000-year-old Mesopotamian “Relief ”
Creation I.S. Evolution.
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TIME FOR PEACE

We must separate religion from morality and ethics.
The Bible and many “holy” books concentrate their energies 

on morality and ethics, the root source of which is the ongoing 
bloody power struggle between humans and Nature.

Morality and ethics are not religion. Just as we can separate 
Church from State, so must we separate Morality and Ethics 
from our need to understand Creation.

Senseless wars rage on and on, engulfed by the acrid smoke 
of reli- gious/Voodoo-istic Beliefs and Superstitions 
(B.S.).

We must relent. We must understand Time in order to un-
derstand how to reach the Promised Land of the total mind. 

Let the free In-Formation simply be the state of being 
formed.

“Shattered Gun,” vitreous carbon, 1994
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TIME OUT

The early Hebrews intuitively understood the relationship be-
tween Time, Thought, and the Man/God relationship. In fact, 
their name for the Holy 1 was, and still is, Yud-Heh-Vav-Heh 
 ,which is an abbreviation of Past ,(Yahweh in English ,יהוה)
Present, and Future, i.e. Time! 

There it is, as simple as Day and Night, as black and white: 
God/Time governs the Timing of Change, and the Ex-Change, 
duality, reality, and illusion. Timing therefore I.S. all Thought 
processes. In reality, the Jews understood and  kept the 
practice of “Brit Milah” (ברית מילה), the covenant of the “Word,” 
circumcision, to reduce male aggression and promote better 
hygiene and appearance. I had one and never regretted it.

If you believe in God, then you can stop and reflect and free 
your mind. When you return to your proper state of neutrality, 
you will gain the opportunity to understand Time instead! Be 
bird-like, sitting at the treetop, observing the fig tree down be-
low. Think of Time as God and free your Mind instantaneously. 
Call it a Time Out. Transform your life. Say to yourself, “I do 
understand.” You Dodo!

Illus. by John Tenniel, 1865
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OBJECTIVITY

Remember to relent! We are not in control of our perceptions, 
therefore we are not in control of our Thoughts either.

As with the 0 and the 1, so is our relationship to Time and 
Thought—they are the soul of our instantaneous, symbiotic, 
neutral existence.

Thoughts are as vast as all the haystacks in the Universe. 
And remember! There is a Baby Hadron Collider in every tra-
versing photon in the convoluted marrow of your grey matter!

 Simply Be as neutral as the Universe I.S., com-
prehending the self-image as self-Universe. Creativity I.S. the 
flower of Life.

You can achieve the highest possible peace of mind by sit-
ting on the cusp of neutrality. Get yourself a comfortable seat 
so the razor-sharp peak will not hurt your butt while viewing 
the happenings on either side, your right and your left, the no-
man’s-land.

Be objective!
As if from a high mountaintop, objectively search for the I.S. 

as the prime moral real estate that can affect your peace of mind.
The shortcoming of Buddhism is that the Buddha sat under 

the Bodhi Tree rather than venturing to sit higher, on top of the 
tree, to have a free, unobstructed, bird’s-eye view.

Be objective about your subjectivity

your
umbilical

cord
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BABY BANGS

Be one with God. No more middlemen. Recognize yourself as 
the 01 true Time essence.

Try I.T. You’ll like I.T. The closer you get to 0 God, the sooner 
you will realize yourself as a unique 1 Time element, for there is 
no one else exactly like you in the entire Universe.

Be In-Formed of Formation-Creation-Evolution-in-Action, 
known as T=mc2. And recognize Infinity Squared as the ulti-
mate equation for Creation-in-Action. 

Another way of putting I.T.: consider the I Dea that 
you are being formed from within, self-Creation, self-annihila-
tion, in a holographic self-world, the self-Universe, as your cells 
and neurons are born, live, and die.

“I” and 1, 1 and “I”—they are the image of the One God you 
Believed in, but did not understand.

Now, you are an awakened God! You are the awakened al-
mighty 1.

The Earth is a Wonderland of Milk and Honey…
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EMBRACE I.T.

We feel we are prisoners. Indeed, we are prisoners of our Belief 
Systems, our collective unsynchronized thoughts.

Look Out! Free your mind, free yourself. Behind the veil of 
faulty Concepts lies the power of whatever I.S.

Embrace I.T., and Be Free of who you are not. Avoid self-
delusions.

Nothing less than a neutral and total embrace of the Infor-
mation System will bring you Peace of Mind, and peace for 
all of  humanity. While still in a dream state (R.E.M.), 
awakening to the Magical God—the collective human Mind.

Freedom is peace! And peace is love.
It’s easy, because you’re already who you are… in fact, you’re 

here, but not really here! 010. Your body and thoughts are in 
constant change. So surrender to your inner self, to humanity, 
and even to the God you believe in.

Stainless Steel Conveyor for the Pharmaceutical Industry, Gardena, CA, 1978
You’re already who you are no matter what you’re doing.
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TIME I.S. A PHILOSOPHICAL JUNGLE

Focus!
Time I.S. a jungle of passing Thoughts.
Your mind is your God and the powerhouse running the 

01 

I Dea.

 
Toronto, Canada, 1969

New filters on a conveyor belt to the painting booth. 
By Dynamic.
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NO MIND, NO THOUGHT

Without Thought, what is the Mind? It’s 0 Nothing. It creates 
the 1 Thought.

Imagine your Mind in 0 Time; it’s only an empty space, a 
thought within a thought within a thought in a holographic 
Universe.

The Universe has grown from its own neutral, androgynous 
seed. I.T. just I.S. Singularities spawn formations in the Event 
Zones of photons, as well as in Black Holes. Photons and Black 
H o l e s share basic creative and destructive characteris-
tics. Both have singularities and Event Zones, where things in-
voluntarily happen, living and dying all at the same Time. Cells 
and neurons die, as new ones are simultaneously generated: 
Creation-in-Action. Through sheer neutrality, chaotic equilib-
rium has a solid base, an underlying order of disorder.

Imagine that the collective human mind is expanding in 
parallel to the expansion of the Universe. We might even be 
affected by the virtual reversal of polarities of the Earth. The 
collective human mind—slowly but surely—is waking up to the 
reversal of its own polarities, from Believing to Under-standing.

A colossal change indeed.
Universal expansion grows faster than one can imagine, all 

the way down to the fraction of a second, where Time ends. 
There’s no choice but to accept it: the As-I.S. Universe!

What a weird freeing feeling of beautiful Wonderment
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LIFE I.S. CREATION IN ACTION

Life is a Thought, symbiotically processed as 0s and 1s dancing 
on the stage of our imaginations.

Einstein said: “Imagination is more important than know-
ledge.”

Actually, imagination I.S. knowledge +.
Imagine this: the 1 pierces the 0, creating newly born Baby 

Bangs.
Life I.S. 1, Death I.S. 0. That’s why God told Moses: “He who 

sees Me cannot live.”

Unseen 
[conscious computation]

“Wisdom” (detail), oil on canvas, 1996
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HUMMING

A Thought is only a Thought. Never judge a thought. Or, rather, 
judge I.T. as a Thought examines a Thought, as computerized 
Information creating a new imprint on the mind.

I once erred by thinking I was the Thinker. Then, upon 
maturing, I realized that my thoughts were merely inner sig-
nals over which I had no control, a holographic intersection of 
synapses. However, when I don’t think I am the thinker, I put 
myself in a meditative state of neutrality. The total Mind I.S. 
the col lective farm of all I-Deas, and I-Deas are neutral 
in nature.

You are the recipient of incremental bits and bytes, a Quan-
tum Time-Thought continuum, presented like the humming-
bird that momentarily hums outside my open window, whis-
pering hello and goodbye and suddenly—poof!—it’s gone. 
Then, just as suddenly, it returns for the sweet nectar in the 
hanging feeder.

Humming Life.
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DREAMS

And what are dreams? Research has hit a dead-end when it 
comes to deciphering how dreams work.

But just as people scattered around the world and wake up at 
different times and different places, so do brain cells and neu-
rons. They wake up at the REM stage with the task to wake up 
others. 

Dreams are no more than random picture pixels interacting 
at the REM stage in an attempt to wake-up other random pix-
els. Dreams are billions of pictures, random im- ages in 
the realm of Infinite Possibilities—a wake-up call to stop Voo-
dooistic Beliefs and Superstitions.

Your brain is only a mental black box in a fuse-lodge.
It goes into a sleeping state while awake. 
What an awakening!
Sleepers never believe. They don’t need to. 
They accept “being” in their sleeping state while still alive. 
Slaves no more.

“Neural Synapses,” oil on canvas, 1984?
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SIMPLE FACT

The brain has 10 billion neurons that fire snapshots, creating 
Thought processes.

You need not be a mystic or a scientific genius to know this; 
I.T. I.S. all right here under our noses! 

How simple!
Man has been struggling to comprehend this simple fact. 

We need to let go of our faulty-frivolous beliefs, and embrace 
the Information System without reservation.

S u r - render your beliefs and your religion to under-
stand the true system of nature’s God. It’s much easier to un-
derstand the Universal System: the system of Time and Timing.

Prime your Mind. Promise yourself a thousand years of 
peace.

As the 01 is internalized, life-preserving neutrality will re-
deem every soul, and every person will be tamed naturally.

The I.S. is capable of understanding the Self-Operation Sys-
tem, i.e. the self-Universe.

Use your internal Personal Computer—your Be-ing—to un-
derstand The Greater Universal Computer in its Totality!

When you understand yourself, you understand the Uni-
Verse as one verse, one language, the mean unity of 010.
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GRAVEYARD MENTALITY

Freedom is not political or economic. Freedom of Mind is 
where I.T. I.S. at.

Where there is Belief, there can be no Freedom of Mind, 
since Belief insists on capitulation to the past or the future. The 
Eternal Now I.S. the Creation process. We live and die all at 
the instantaneous Speed of Time. Understanding on the other 
hand establishes an equilibrium in your mind. I.T. I.S. the Uni-
versal system behind your creative experience of The Eternal 
Now, 010.

Everything can be done without a gun.

Military graveyard, USA
Belief systems lead to wars.

Creativity insists on experiencing The Eternal Now.
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TIME ELEMENT ~ TIME MACHINE

Time to wake up and understand. 
Your Time is your Mind. 
Your Mind is your Time, your Life, your Consciousness. 
You and I are Time Elements, the bolts and nuts running the 

gambit of the Universal “Time Machine.” 
Wake up and understand that we are all Time Elements.

T  M

“Time to Wake Up,” Central Park, 2002
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THE CONSCIOUS CHALLENGE

Nothing I.S. Everything
Everything I.S. 01 reality.
Reality goes from 0 to 1 to 0, being to not being, here but 

not here.
As clay in the hands of an artist, so are we all in the hands 

of Time.
Revel in the Freedom of your Mind, as we usher in the new 

01 paradigm!
There is no escape from the new beginning, an Eden 

of the Mind.
Our conscious challenge is to experience being and not be-

ing. We live and die every moment.
Accept these moments as a fact of life.

“Challenge and Consciousness (Yin-Yang),” oil on canvas, 1988?
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CODA

Telepathic

Freedom

Makes

Better

Lovers

0

1

0

*
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“Mother and Young Frankenstein,” bronze, 1984~‘017
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Gallery
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Simple~i~city
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“Prisoner of Humanity,” oil and acrylic on board, 1981
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Photo Album
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Baghdad, 1936
The author on his mother’s lap with siblings.
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Israel, 1954
Purim costume.
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Israel, 1955
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Tel Aviv, 1957
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Machine label, 1967

Toronto, Canada, 1967
The author’s family and company.
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Toronto, Canada, 1968
300-foot communication tower by Dynamic Machinery.

Toronto, Canada, 1969
Mesh-wire elevating conveyor belt by Dynamic Machinery.
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“Split Polarities of the Mind,” acrylic on canvas, 1984
Venice, CA, 2007
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The author’s studio at 3111 Ocean Front, Marina del Rey, 1989
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“Neshamah (Soul),” oil on board, 1983
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“Sunrise,” oil on canvas, 1983
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“Shower of Lipstick Flowers,” oil on canvas, 1983
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Time creates Timing

Creativity I.S. the Flower of Life
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T I M E, THE TOTAL MIND
and Creative 010 Unifying Force

T.E.N.
(The Eternal Now)

My quantum perception is nothing
more than an observation of

interseXing
bits of In-Formation.
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TIMING

Reading is seeing

Seeing is trusting

Trusting is understanding

Understanding is accepting

Accepting is surrendering

Surrendering is freedom

Freedom is a gift

Time (God) Given

The closer you get to God
the sooner you realize you are

a 01 Time Element. 
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NO RESPITE

Subsequently:

I wish I knew what to write

Formation streaming through my mind

I’m not in control of my desires.

Things happen to me, I don’t know  

 , I don’t even know How

keep growing older and wiser

All the Time, nonstop.

No rest / no respite,

as I.T. I.S. just what I.S.
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“The M. Instrument,” vitreous carbon, 1985
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THE TIME ELEMENT

In 1983, I published my first book, Man is the Last One to Be Tamed, 
by X as a pen name. At the time I did not have a clue that other 
books would someday appear on the horizon. 

Apparently, as any healthy seed which takes root in a fertile soil, 
flourishes and bears fruit, so did my initial seed of thought. A new 
concept of Time took root in my mind forever.

I discovered the connection between Time and Timing and ulti-
mately became convinced that they are one and the same.

Webster’s New World Dictionary defines “Time” as: 

An unlimited duration in which things are considered as happening 
in the past, present, or future; every moment there ever has been or 
ever will be.

Time is the intangible aspect of totality, the mind-force singular-
ity that emanates from the core of each Photon. In quantum leaps, 
Time creates a tangible form from the intangible core. Time creates 
something out of nothing.

In similar terms Webster also defines God: “In monotheistic re-
ligions, the creator and ruler of the universe, regarded as eternal, 
infinite, all-powerful, and all-knowing. Supreme Being, Almighty.”

PHOTON: “A quantum of electromagnetic energy having both 
particle and wave behaviour. It has no electrical charge or mass but 
possesses the momentum of Creation. The energy of light, X-rays, 
gamma rays, etc. are carried by photons.”

I assert that the heart and the core of each photon is a Time syn-
apse in a quantum leap zone, and that Time is the mind force of the 
microcosm Photons as well as of the macrocosm universe.

In a recent discovery, it has been scientifically concluded that a 
photon has a core. This core/singularity is surrounded by an Event 
Zone. (See illustration)

Basically we are each and every one of us, a cluster of photons or 
bits of information ceaselessly interseXing; a process of thought. A 
computation, where any two seconds might be similar but never 
the same.
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TIME AND TIMING ARE PRIMORDIAL AND ETERNAL…

Time and Timing are primordial and eternal nothingness that 
transcends in quantum leaps into tangible-matter-energy.

Time created the universe. Timing is the universe. Timing is the 
extreme polarities of Time which governs and rules the uni-
verse. 

Time is eternal, infinite and all-powerful, and Timing governs 
the outcome of all interactions, one way or the other.

Time is neutral.

Time is the universal mind, a continuum, all-knowing and yet 
knowing nothing prior to final computation. 

Results are always subject to the realm of infinite possibilities 
every picosecond.
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THE PHOTON

  Dark Energy..  

TIME

  Mind          Quantum Zone  
AKA Singularity          AKA Events Zone 

As the Universe has black holes, 
so each photon has Time as a core.

“As above, so below.”

The primordial Black Hole.
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THE TIME CONCEPT

The Almighty-Time concept has taken hold in my mind to such 
a degree that not only have I surrendered to it, but also have 
accepted the fact that I am a part of it. I am it. A Product of the 
past, and a part of the now reality.

We are all Time Elements.

Timing, on the other hand, is the ever dynamic force of the Cre-
ation process. 

Everything is being created out of nothingness and perpetuates 
from itself as it metamorphoses into tangible matter/energy. 

It is impossible for me to escape this powerful and wonderful 
thought; I am an Element of Time, as we all are. 

Our thoughts are created as Timing, so timing is the creative 
force behind all thoughts and actions in Life.
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TIMING I.S. CREATION IN ACTION

Time is self-Creation: the supreme, dominant, and total com-
puterization (Timing) of all there I.S.; a thought; a total func-
tioning computer that includes us, the Apple II, the trees, the 
serpents, the animals, the mountains, the far-reaching skies, 
the deep oceans, and the endless outer space.

Timing dictates the outcome of all interactions between bits of 
information-crunching Thought processes.

Time created the universe and continues this creation nonstop. 
Every trillionth of a second is a newly created mini Baby Bang 
that goes on forever. I also discovered that there is no escape 
from this grandiose Creation process.

When broken down to smithereens, The Uni-Verse becomes a 
seed of thought emanating out of a densely shattered silence. 
Thereby Creation perpetually recreates the Uni-Verse by feed-
ing upon itself. Time feeds upon itself, it is akin to the seed and 
the tree expansion and contraction phenomena.

While the universe is in its expansion state, the seed of thought 
becomes the fruit of life.

M a g i
c
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EXPANSION—CONTRACTION

The macrocosm and the microcosm
are synonymous in their basic

characteristics.

The function of the black holes
is to cleanse, filter, reform

and recreate the Universe.

Huddle within your inner space.
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AT SOME POINT IN TIME

At some point in time the expansion state of the universe re-
verses itself by falling into a contraction phase, and back to its 
primordial quantum nothingness. 

The smallest scale of this contraction manifests as a black hole 
where matter falls upon itself and condenses down to a 0 noth-
ingness, which ultimately, like a synapse, bounces back into 
energy and matter via quantum leaps called Baby-Bangs / Cre-
ation- in-Action.

How do the trees grow?

Wow! 

How?

“Mother and Child,” vitreous carbon, 1985
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CHANGE

Improvement, refinement, and betterment by leaps and bounds 
are inherent in this expansive creative process.

Timing determines its infinite potentialities. Its In-Tele-Genes 
continually destroys the “negative” and betters the “positive”; 
producing an optimum natural balance while maintaining ex-
tremes and opposites.

“On” and “Off ” are the dualistic polarities of the  same 
Primordial, dualistic Balance.

The destroyed negative, as a rule of nature, will ultimately leap 
to a new life of its own.

The balance is optimally Neutral
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X-CHANGE

Within the convolutions of my gray matter :
Photons are stars of the show.

The clash of two photons has
started it all

from beginning to no end

One clash
death of two photons

has created the two newly born a c t s…
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ACT ONE

0 Time

Focused Perception
—010 Consciousness—
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0 TIME SPACE

0
TIME

SPACE

total silence

(densely shattered)

B A B Y—B A N G S

Information  Dispersed
t a n g i b l e   u n i v e r s e

E  x  p  a  n  s  i  o  n
YOU & ME

1

Tree of Life
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CREATION

From 0   I come
to… 0   I go 

In between vastness of nothingness
Time is infinite

Come join and witness
ways to maturity,
experience Infinite Possibilities

Your ions interact and mingle
incessantly with mine
through the air we breathe, thus

The great ion exchange,
the Grand Torch of Life

Carina Nebula
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RE-CREATION

Creation perpetually recreates itself.

A chain reaction process.

One set of information interacts
with another, as they forever trigger
newly born Binary sets.

This is analogous to two individuals 
bouncing thoughts at each other. 
A well of new thoughts emerges. 

This re-Creation expansion-and-contraction process 
dominates throughout the universe, 
including within our organic biological selves.

Recreation is Re~Jew~V~Nation.
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THE SOURCE
Time/Thought

Silence hovered in the deep void
while in the dark and the cold

The source was determined and claimed
one more human soul
simply by using
the same element, Thought

Now the two were cold
so, they hugged one another
within a flash of thought.
they felt the fire, or…?
must have been the sun!

Their days brightened,
so did their moony nights
that accomplished and done
they began to gossip about so and so
while their eyes as stars shone
crystal bright!

With smiling face she asked
who won who?

Men of darkness or
Mistresses of light?

…he did not comprehend,
understand, nor
make up his mind
because…swiftly

A second flash of darkness
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passed and covered 
the spheres of both minds.

They went into a deep sleep,
then woke up
and re-ignited their obliterated senses,
and illuminated their

naked Life.
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BEST IDEA PREVAILS

As a hummingbird in between
the green branches of a tree
humming and chirping chip
         chip
As an electronic chip I was triggered
A protein bit implanted in my head forever,
with one and only thought

0 Time    1 Thought

through electronics called
the computer games.

so is my head

Sends symbols of life into space
through my body not yet dead
but of course
Laying down on a soft water bed

And again I found the
good smile on my face.
‘cause a puzzling idea struck me in midair

…When one is not in control of the chip
that was implanted in one’s head.

  What is 1* to do?? …

*Thought
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PENS POETRY

Poetry, I verse to you.
Poetry came to me from you.

Born unspoken
it must be genetically printed, and
born once more only to witness
a process in I-quilibrium.

soon

When all are united as we-quilibrium
we will remember,
that the one hundredth monk is not
necessarily the key to our bewildered
syndrome.*

*According to Ken Keyes in his book The Hundredth Monkey Syndrome: 

“When learning of a new concept takes hold in the mass consciousness of 
a species, that concept is transferred telepathically to other distant colonies 
inhabited by the same or closely related species.”

If such a phenomenon happens within the monkey race, what do you suppose 
is happening to the mass consciousness of our Race in this accelerating age of 
quantum communicative consciousness!?
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CRITICAL MASS IN NUMBERS

Keep talking

talk talk talk
One two three and four
Statistics we have established
many eons before

Thence
We keep talking about

Numbers;  zeros and ones
Numbers, numbers, numbers.

Now let us
Talk about what makes USstick.

Tik tok
Tic tok
Tic*

•

*The Conjecture between bits of Formation.
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POWER HOUSE

Every world has its own verse
and every verse has its own prism

every soul has its own prison
always imprisoned in its own prism

my photon was also imprisoned.
in the core of my soul
For many eons before

Even before we struck
the two stones

My soul

~ the invisible fire ~
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T R A N C E  POWER

I ask myself
about my relationship to you or
for that matter
to any other tangible
I’m closely in touch with

the pen in my hand
the shirt on my back
a sandal on one foot
all that
while the bird is chirping

I’m in touch face to face with
Timing
every moment
every second or, any trillionth
there of…

 T r a n s—power

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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MOVEMENT

Every movement is life and death.
Now it is here
now it is gone

As lightning in a night sky
All in a flash

What happened a moment ago

died       and       gone

Even the writing of this sentence
was born and died

a moment ago; left a trace
which reverberates back to 10:

010
T iming E ternal N ow

That just died only to be born again
and again and again

Ex Nihilo

0010 0000 0000 0000
Space Time
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HIGHLY EVOLVED

  1

The servant of totality
the servant of myself
instrumental as any
and to everything ;
Everything comes from the
big fat

  0

Totality +

working within
screeching facts
one after the other
one after another

now 
and 

on  
forever

~ ~ 
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MAGNETIC NORTH

T’is time to know
about our once frozen souls
when we were lost
in the windy frozen north

Slowly we rose to life—thawed
Tried to keep warm, saying

Ahh, I am so c ~ c ~ c ~ cold

Then we chose to challenge the Almighty,
the unexpected and the unknown

We would rather get lost
(crossed our thoughts)
than stay buried in this freezing north.

We drifted south
where it could be a bit warm
so we kept moving on and on until
we rediscovered…

 It was merely a passing thought*…
 A gyro in a Black Hole.

*The North and South Pole’s polarities switch every few hundred thousand 
years. So do the polarities of our Collective Human Mind.
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THE UNIVERSE IS A FANTASTIC HUGE COMPUTER

The Universe is a fantastic huge quantum quantum computer.

We humans are walking antennas,

A constant exchange process,

receiving and emitting In-Formed Photons.

Dark matter / Energy

Out of your cave
And don’t forget

To light your beacon

You will find the way through ~
the wormhole of your mind

“Information Wormhole,” oil on canvas, 1985
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WALKING DEAD

“But you’re alive” you might say

I am alive only temporarily
in the Eons of Time,

am much longer dead than alive.

Should I call myself alive
when postmortem indicates that it

will only be for a short time?

If so
Should I care about those living who

may also be breathing—walking—dead?

I argue with myself
who are those living everywhere

but only sometimes!?
dead
alive
dead

alive and then…what is?
post=after—mortem=death

Life ~ Magic ~ Love
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MIDDAY DREAM

Smile,    be at ease
use your wit

Quit the search

No offense and no regrets
Our secretly coded numbers are nothing
and yet the same:

   0 1 

listen to your mind’s thunder
hear the two hemispheres go blunder
lost in Time
lost in space where and when,
all minds united in wonder

What happened?
Where have we been?

We’ve been walking
with open eyes
in midday dreams   ~   ~   ~
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HIDE AND SEEK

but please do it alone!

Seek and you’ll find
what you have lost

Go back into yourself

inhale and exhale
your breath

a torch of life

Some say God giveth and God taketh

True

Examine yourself and find that
what you giveth,
others can taketh.
Now,
if you never giveth but
all you do is taketh
…Thinketh!
Is it by an honest mis-t a k e
an error?
if not, no matter, justly repent    by
Keeping the torch of your life glowing

Tour your life with happiness

Inflame your world,
inflame your soul
inflame your mind
inflame your spirit
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the spirit of God

the reflection of  you I

the soul within
examine it!

Search within

Find
the 
euphoric
child within ~ ~ ~

you
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ARE YOU?

The cow, the pig or
the lettuce you eat, or
the fruit with different enzymes
that consumes what was eaten

A cycle unbroken
just to create who you are

How then do you differ from
cow’s cells, pig’s tail, while you profess, Aha
…luscious creative human thoughts

And who
do you suppose is in control
You…your soul…your thought
the pig, or
the lettuce you eat?

It seems a very short trip
from
the cow, the pig, and the way they stink to
the way you think

Hopefully it is not like an oink pig!
And,    does one need to stink?

or think?

Please don’t take it personally
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WHO AM I

I could have been born a gopher
but I was born a man

I could have been a spider
but I was born a man

I could have been a reactionary man
but no, I survive holocausts

I could have been raised as an artist
no matter, I still am

I could have been born a prophet
here I am, only a man

you may call me a photon or
call me an x
It makes no difference
both are strange

Now
who am I then?

no choice
I am who I am

what i am
when i am

as i am
i
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self creation

self realization

self reflection
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BEING

I am on stage
in my home
in my bed

On stage
roaming the streets and
around the blocks

Taking part around the clock

I spin
I turn
with Earth
In a galaxy full of stars

On firm ground or,
on high seas
I wheel in space as
one more cosmic ray

I come and go as the sun
the moon and the stars
appear, then disappear
awake, then asleep
only to wake up again
and find there is no escape…

  from the Creativity of Being.
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THE PROCESS

Totality?
is a function, a heart beat
a process
constantly in optimum equilibrium

What’s gained is often lost
what’s lost is telepathically rediscovered.

Winners there are none
none found to be losers

Except

for the experience we all experience
at this very moment
suspended between the past
and the very next moment

The difference?…
only a fraction of a second
that followed by another fraction
of another re-action to
another moment

a journey through infinity ~
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THOUGHT-TIME

Time creates, thought acknowledges
that which is being perceived.

“Moments are
the stirring of my heart.”

Pablo Time
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GOD—TIME

Time is the soul of light.
Darkness of the mind is fear.

There is a war
a battle of the minds
darkness vs. light

Light is the flower of the Universe
and

always penetrates darkness

Questioning  
creates the sparks
rays of light
traveling infinitely through darkness.

Time conquers darkness
at the speed of Time
to zap you with Baby Bangs 
out of your boring life.
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THE SPARK

The spark of life travels
at the speed of light,
so is my life, slaving, serving Time

Gone
The spark of this moment

has just passed, bye ~ ~

Therefore where am I now?

Still drifting backward
In my experienced past!

Come, you, an element of Time;
the future is now

Let’s bridge our immense,
yet narrowing  -  -  gap
between the future and the past

Come follow, the golden path
we are all one
in mastering the admiration to love

For only love can stop
our drift down further

into  o b l i v i o n

L.     H.     C.
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THE IMAGE

I am the Image of Time
and so are you, big child
Science, industry and art
a polluted vista we have left behind

NOW
first class cleansing is
desperately required

Where have you been?
Wake up!

Without you my voice is
at its deepest low; and
with you I can hardly talk.
So I found refuge in writing
  and re-writing
the revealing images of my thoughts—
my imagination….
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THE SAGE AGE 

Man had to go through countless insurrections
before reaching prime time,
maturity, and resurrection

The coming of the Messiah will manifest
itself through humanity’s collective
consciousness.

Mankind as one will, through a critical mass of
collective consciousness, be able to create its
needs without drudgery or self-slavery. 

Pure Creation
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ACT TWO

Timing

Shattered Perception

—Infinite Thoughts—

In-Formation Simulation

Wild Imagination
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CURIOSITY

My curiosity is as fat as
that of a fat cat

a smell here
a lick there
in the meanTime
I scan the horizon
where things seem
quite serene
Without binoculars!

Ah, look once
look twice
forward
backward
left and right
closer view
stop
focus, center, review 
the photon that emerges
right out of the black hole in my head
glowing in the dark;
a wave turned a curious particle

lightning-

bolt

thin
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0 Time rediscovered is the

 core of our shattered Puzzle.
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THE PUZZLE

The scheme is as simple as 1. 2. 3.

Here is a 010 puzzle
put together by our fragmented, 
yet recorded past

Without the 0 core
of the shattered code,
how could we have made it back
to the shore of our relative past?

So as to experience
“the Good Life”
our ancestors claimed
to have had:
a paradise full of life;
innocence; flowers and love

Then, there were no guards and no gates
because no one wanted to escape;
that is, until the Tree of Knowledge
compelled, dominated, and raped
our innocent thoughts

God said, “Don’t eat from the Tree of Knowledge!”
But we sure did. We were so innocent
—as if we knew

better
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COURSE IN MIRACLES

They come to listen
to hear, to read and to discuss.

Though
as they come
so they depart
mastering trifle trust

Miracles
are to be experienced in brief
Miracles
do happen every moment we breathe
Miracles are inevitable,
even if we cannot write or read.

Open your eyes and see
the true miracle
that is here
in the pump of your F heart.

Wouldn’t that make your chic look obsolete
when compared with the miracle that is
the breathing you?

How’d you do?
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EDEN

Come back to Earth.
You have tried but
could not make it on your-own.

Come back home
Earth is where you belong, though
t’is very difficult to survive
with only one’s thoughts.

Come, have a collective thought and
back to where you belong.

Even if it is not as sweet
as you thought,
you can still call it
my home
my turf
my sanctuary,
where we all share in the 
luscious, artistic and,
creative gardens of thoughts

“Apple 2,” 1980sMy father Abraham
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MOTHER

You are everywhere
You are in the waters
and you are in the skies
What a classy molecule

You live now
You lived in the past
and you shall ever live

among the stars

Where are you now?
I just saw you hovering
I am in awe…what a star

I always remember
your heeding declaration
“Patience” you said
“is the only key to my salvation,
certainly not the past.”

Yes
how true Mother.
You were so worried, as if I
wasn’t also a star.

My mother Hannah 
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LIFE
(Inevitable)

My fear of life stems
from life itself.
From life I know there is no
escape.

Contemplate suicide? but Ah
it’ll be a temporary retreat
for my longing, tired soul

My present life, is but a 
short stop through infinity
in Time

In the physical sense
I can dance, run and jump
while my soul infinitely roams
in an infinite space on the 
timeless span of Time

And perfect paradox.
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THE CROSS

A symbol
of a man
man of spirit
man of soul
man of substance
and…purpose?

The spirit hovers everywhere, but
never knows when and

how to reproach

So it hops from tree to tree
knowing not what might be
hidden to see.
See the Man, or view his
artistically crafted “Golden Calves”

While listening to arguments about
who or what is the real God

We look back at our
flattering desired pa$$t
while the garden is still full of insanity,
flowers, lots of funny money and
mighty little love.
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OUR SOULS

Our souls never die
only sleep and
dream a dream
the dream we experience

as life.

Your life

My life

Urn

Masada, Israel
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MASADA*

You stand out so proud
a huge rock in eternity’s might
Roman trumpet silenced your cries
while under severe barbaric attacks

Remember?
those Roman attacks on your mighty
heap of rocks.

Now as then still blessed
with burning desert hot
and your winters provide but
a few water drops
to sustain God’s zealots
up there on top

That was until the zealots took their lives
stilletto in hand

Two millenia have passed and gone.
Tell me now
who was the winner and who
was the loser?

The SS… or the fascist Roman gangs!

*Masada is a plateau west of the Dead Sea in the southern part of Israel. From 
it’s 1,200-foot-high sheer cliffs, 960 or so zealots, men, women and children, 
committed a “heroic” mass suicide to escape the possibility of falling into the 
brutal hands of the pursuing subjugating Romans.
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The distance between reality
~

and
~

illusion is as that between
~

fact
~

and 0 imagination.

~
~

~
~

Perception ~ Distortion
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A NEW DAWN

Nightmares are all gone

When I look back I find my past
a concept of my own mind—Time

What role does Time play?
I find me in contest between
my mind and Time

and all it is,
strictly a matter of Thought.

I am here and yet I am not
To be or not to be
A game I desire not to play
From Shakespeare I run, I steer away
because I am and yet am not
Vice versa on I march
I face infinity and see oneness

I write about eternity
while my only experience I.S.
this moment. Call it the past,
Always dragging behind the now.
And the darkness of my mind
does not escape.
It’s just gone

A new dawn
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MY MIND

In my Mind
changes take place
changes occur
like a cyclone finding its course

My mind is resilient and
in total flux

My mind recognizes its own
recorded pictures
and randomly disposes of the same

My mind creates and recreates
on and on forever
until
one day it will stop and no more.

But now I am still writing these words
composing this line

am I still alive?

What makes me go   ?
What makes me come   ?
What makes me create       ?
What makes me change         ?

Changing, changing, change, and exchange
never the same.
¿so strange……mining Time
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THERE IS ONE THING THAT CANNOT BE CHANGED…

There is one thing that cannot
be changed:
change itself

Change is the inherent force
of the Creation Process.

Acceptance of what I.S. as I.S.
is the secret quantum leap to

euphoric perception—thus to experience.
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AND PAINTING

When I paint the mask of my face
my palette knife
gets stuck in mid air
just so to create
what seems out of mid head

     a portrait

one or two and
another
almost in all colors

Photomontage

blended whole, while
remaining distinctly

  intact
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EMOTIONALISM

We find joy
We find misery

We experience the ups and
we experience the downs

But rarely do we experienced neutrality
the optimum balance between polarities.

Euphoric experience…
Freedom?

cannot come from any political leader.
Freedom cannot come in a form of religion.
Freedom is a trust
embedded in the soul
irrespective of the superiority
of our emotionally and 
biologically bordered regions.
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EXPERIENCE NEUTRALITY, EXPERIENCE GODLINESS

Experience       Neutrality

Experience        Godliness

Experiencing neutrality is the highest state of being, it is also 
the hardest task to achieve; therefore it is beneficial to me 
when I view it as a point of reference in my daily experiences.

Jacob’s Ladder

Tzimtzum (“the contraction of the universe”) is your Hasidic Gift
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ATOMIC TIME

Reset our clocks
our Atomic tickers

Go on check ‘em again
only we might discover
synchronized they are not
and yet, they are being called
timely Atomic clocks.

As Time
we are Timeless just the way
    we are.
Single clock!

clock of the Universe
the eternal ticker.

So wake up!
Wake up to the cry
Wake up with laughter
Wake up with zeal
Wake up and don’t look back
beware the Past
It is the fastest passing lane
between sanity and insanity!

+ Normal Brain - Shriveled Brain
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A B C

A tomic   B last,  C onfusion?

Free yourself from such
a threat and unpleasant
great responsibility

Otherwise

Why come out from the shelters
those we dug many feet under.

Just to view this planet,
a burning glowing amber?

clearly imagine!

what might happen after
the first few nuclear blasts ! !
whether those atomic missiles
carry their mega deaths
under the flying cover of
the red Russian or
the American flag
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WEAPONS WERE ORIGINATED BY THE FEARFUL…

Weapons were originated by

   the fearful

     

    

   

  

 

And 

the dinosaur

are still nibbling at our $$ pockets!

It is an ancient political formula to create fear, thereby 
to be supported by those who fall into the trap of pro-
paganda.
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OUR WEAPONS

Will be shimmering in shyness.
Throughout history
many times we’re told
“keep your arms down, boys!”

We shall play the one merry and
highest note,
as soon as we remember to reduce our
swords

Down

way down
down to where they belong,
down
into sculptural forms.

 “TOYS” and ALL
   Halt arms production
     Big Boys!

It has been proudly declared:
“we’ll never surrender”
“we will fight to the last soldier”

Now please tell me
who is this very last soldier to be?
You, your child, your grandchild?
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I.S.*

God (Time) dropped the Atom Bomb
God is the Bomb
God is Hiroshima

God hit itself

God suffered
God celebrated Victory

God is a bird
Free from the factory

God is so great
for all God

I.S.

1985

Does war have to be the only available process for the 
cleansing of our System while we argue about whose God is 
better?

Is anybody’s God different than mine
Or
Each person unto his or her own idol…?

*In-Formation System.
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STAR WARS

U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.

Warring for peace
among the ruling stars

Stars of the Pentagon
star of the red flag

The giants
as and when united
shall contain
the power of their muscles
implanted in the heads of
their missiles!

STOP!

the Hot Blood

Cold war rhetoric at a 
boiling point
War of verbs begun
with our ancient fathers
as soon as they
discovered they can control
FIRE
But not able to control their
Hot BLOOD
coldly spilled over the same fire!
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HURT

I hurt most
when I feel deceived.

Some promise me promises
while ornamenting their tails
tales of so-called merits and glory.

With ‘em is like venturing
into the abyss of a damp black jungle

In the jungle the leach probes its victim
with only one minor difference

The leach cannot talk!
therefore
the others hurt me
a great deal more.

Ouch!
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THE AMAZON

Earth

Wait

Look at he dirt
Look at the scum
Witness the greed
Look what we have wrought
Look what we have done.

Killing one another
Killing our planet
Who must cry stop?

$$$TOP !!!

The destruction of the Amazon.

___________________________________________
Whatever we abuse we naturally lose (like our minds).
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BIRDS

Nine and ten and
keep counting
forever
until
I stop
counting everything in my life

Do birds count
 as they f l y  h i g h ,
how far do they go and
how do they know?
their way around

  the far reaching   ~   ~   skies

~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~
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GRAND SURPRISE

The end of one Era
is coming and near
while mother earth, is
still alive here

Our sexy bodies will
enter
the new era with fun and
cheers

and our spirits
shall intercourse
in space

Oh please

Just be… 
graceful and

Just

•
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MERGING NATIONS

You’ll know the free nations
by the smile on their faces
and you will smile too.

A telepathic kiss
from me to you—then
from you to me

A chain reaction resulted by
01 dimension called
TIMING

Our life I discovered
is but a brief journey
through the history of Time.

The one and only thought
repeatedly crosses my mind
I must be free
if I care about you
and the total Mind

  the grand Baby Bangs*

*Photons.
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SPACE TELESCOPE

Conceived and built by
10,000 year old Man

Man of curiosity
Man of vision
Man of discoveries

Accelerated
Outreached
Escaped
the magnetic polarities
into space
to roam among the stars
to view quasars and mine the black holes
And dig our minds in search of our origin

TIME-THOUGHT
~

The Unifying Force
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SERENITY

Serenity I sought for some time but
where do I find peace of mind

A concept by a perfect design
“0” dimension is Time because
“I”-quilibrium is forever required.

We all come to life our best we try
We all come to life then perish and die.

We all use our minds from the start
We all eat and drink and convert into beasts

What you eat drops back
from your rear

Oh dear

You go to sleep
then slip on your banana cream
…What dream

Startled you wake up falling,
falling on your ass and back in your bed, and into…
the sweet dreams of survival.
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PRIME TIME

Stop
do not block
do not disturb
let it flow
let it go

The process, I mean
the printing of my book
about “zero time”
the “0” book of my life
I wish to have the very first copy
hot off the printing press

I tell the editor
I tell the printer
I tell the binder
please ensure I’ll receive
the first copy from under
the busy hot press

In the meantime
I stopped the flow of production of
my beloved book
the book of “zero Time”
the “0” book of my life

I have lost it
Before…
it was even born

What I am saying is
be patient
do not stop the process
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do not stop the natural flow
Some day you’ll say
the principle of Time?
I GOT IT

But first you must exercise
all your trust
You must let go
let it flow
conserve energy
you’ll be free

Now is your Prime Time.
Trusting in Time!

In Time We Trust
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PLEASURES

We try to please one another
trying pleases no one
not even me.

My pleasure in life are nothing but
the reflection of yours

Therefore
how can I please you?
Tell me quick

otherwise

I’ll have to tease you
so I can please myself
and sleep quite well…

Indeed
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WHEEL OF FORTUNE

“Should” you
Shuffle your cards
roll your dice
change your jobs
shuffle your life
alter your moods
Will it make you happy?

Who dares tell you to change
when they cannot do it for themselves.
You have your inner soul
no one else can possess

Use your instinct as
your best of friends

Mend your ways
Experience your Godliness
So you’ll experience the
goodness of the world…        in multiple sum!
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MY LIFE
Pluralistic-Realistic Illusion

I envision myself standing in the center of a carousel, or a wheel 
of fortune laden with all kinds of “good and bad.” By conscious-
ly intending to pick the “good and positive,” my experiences 
and attitudes toward life become potentially great.

But of course

I strive for the best while I am always happy to  settle 
for second best remembering that perception is the distance 
between reality and illusion.

My life is a Realistic Illusion!
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FREE THOUGHT

There is no price for my thoughts
‘cause from zero they come
 to  zero they go.

In whisper,
if I don’t ceRebrate
I’m a living dead.
If I don’t create

that’s what I call the ultimate death.

The universe is
a great big thinktank
In it you’ll find a hidden gemstone 
or, if you wish call it a rock
My head
as a beacon forever emits

Reverence
Consideration
Cleanliness
Aesthetics

“Profounds thoughts
Curiousity
Reason
Taste
Eloquence and 
Pursuit of excellence.”*

10 Commandments
Bounce at you,

*Dumas Malone, Jefferson and His Time.
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then echo back to me
then back to you
 dear sirs and madams

~ ~ ~

When I experience
pain because of a negative thought

I switch it  ON (to being)

then back OFF (to not here)

with some practice and patience

you will have refreshing 

Pleasant Cerebrations.
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THE SWITCH IS ON

blood-
red
book
cover

shroud
tomato
pomegranate

quill
ink
seal
and
wax

red and ripe
sweet and sour
bing cherries
and
strawberries

Neutral Universe
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BING CHERRY

cherry tree
cherry bing
cherry pink
black,
when ripened.
such flesh and blood
a very healthy seed
tasty and so
sweet

deep maroon
or shiny red black
optimally balanced
sweet and sour
deadly candy
when ripe

cherished bing cherry
north hemisphere
maroon black

sweet and sour
bing cherry
or would you rather nibble or suck on…
strawberry?!
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STRAWBERRY

“When red
I like me to be eaten fresh
I don’t want to wait
Time spoils me all over the place
when left just…hanging…

Come on       enjoy with me

strawberry lover

Happy me when I think of you
as you start to nibble on my
   tasty flesh
You begin with your tongue and
your lips follow on my nipple red

You look at me;
‘should I eat you up’ you debate.

Why wait, the time is ripe
Come on ~ now
Dare to stop wondering who’ll be there next…
wet…
swimming in bubbling champagne”
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LOVE SEEKS LOVE

LOVE seeks LOVE

Look around

    LOVE      i s     
t
 
r
 
y

 

i
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to

  

catch   

 

y 

 
o

 
u

“The Kiss,” clay, 1984
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EINSTEIN

I want to know how God created this world. I am not inter-
ested in this or that phenomenon, in the spectrum of this or 
that element. I want to know His thoughts; the rest are details.

Dear Albert, your thoughts were the divine answers you were 
searching for.

Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not sim-
pler.

Imagination is more important than knowledge. 

Knowledge is limited to all we now know and understand, 
while imagination embraces the entire world, and all there ever 
will be to know and understand.

The instantaneous speed of Time is a Quanta faster than the 
speed of light.
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LIFE / SLAVERY

When I search the darkness of my mind I always find a diminu-
tive sparkling light.

I view all of my experiences both “good and bad” as an experience 
of Time within the realm of infinite possibilities.

Life is an involuntary experience, but if you are savvy you can 
treat it as an experiment. 

Creative play makes you free.

1983
Pouring Vitreous Carbon resin
(Phenol and Formaldehyde).
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NEUTRAL LOVE

Neutral love is an infinitesimal

intercourse between two bits

of information just to create a newly~

~ ~ born heli-sex.*

One Photon inspires another Photon, 
triggering a chain reaction, and so it goes.

*Double helix.
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SO…

So…
Child of Time!
Don’t you know
that you also have the qualities of
God through the codes of

   Genetic Imprints?

When you avoid trivialities, you go
automatically

to the heart of (the) Matter.

01 Double Helix

How can anyone know infinity without understanding the con-
cept of Time and Thought?

Similarly,

How would you know God if you are not one, at least in part…?
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TIME IS INFINITE

Time is infinite
Thought is infinite

Time can only be recognized
through Thought

Thought cannot spin
with~out the span of Timing

IP
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
IN-FORMATION PARADIGM
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THE BINARY POLARITIES OF THE MIND…

The binary polarities of the mind 
are as the dual polarities of 

totality;

Where there are Infinite Possibilities,

there are 01 options.

Do you ever experience in your mind the expansion and con-
traction of Time? 

For example, the fast and fleeting moments of the good times, 
and the frustratingly lengthened moments of the bad times, 
when you wish you could just get the hell out.
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~     ~     ?

Joy vs. pain
happiness vs. misery

…subject to mind’s polarities.

As life and death alternate so do
our alternating minds,

positive and negative
yes no

As there is a sound barrier
is there also a light barrier
where darkness turns into light?

Similarly,
is earth the gyro of our galaxy?
And is the location of this gyro being
manipulated by the collective 
human consciousness

~

Eccentrically?

(Earth’s location in our galaxy)
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INFORMATION PARADIGM

I see myself as a protein chip that takes part in the proper func-
tioning of the total computer, accelerating my understanding 
the unity of earth and all of its life.

Life ~ Oneness
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AS TIME WAS FULLY UNDERSTOOD BY ME…

As Time was fully understood by me, I began to accept that 
basically I am not in control, nor can I truly claim responsi-
bility for my thoughts, simply because my thoughts are be-
ing controlled by my perceptions, which I am not in con-
trol of! I own my feelings however. This statement stems 
from the realization that where there are infinite possibili-
ties, there are 0-1 options, yet somehow I manage to be-
have responsibly—in the sense of response-ablity, that is.



Emotional

Physical Mental
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Primordial Monism

As Above ~ ~

Tangible
(Yang)
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Intangible
(Yin)

~ ~ So Below

Soul Spirit

M
ind

•
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“The Alien,” oil on canvas, 1987
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“Girl Juggling Life,” oil on canvas, 1982
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TIME I.S. ILLUSION
TIMING I.S. REALITY



Timeism in Elat, 2000

Your Almighty Imagination will take you       there.
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MAN IS THE LAST
TO BE TAMED

…while we are swirling in
the biggest Black Hole ~ ever

Edmond I Cohen
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I am ~    ~ I am
therefore therefore

I change

0 Intangible ~ 1 Tangible Universe

Neutrality is the 
quintessential state of Being
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FOREWORD

The contents of this volume are the very direct results of many 
FLASH memories of the past, as Time was experienced by my 
being. The world and the Universe felt like separate entities. I 
did not perceive myself as an infinitesimal part of totality, or 
as one link in the great chain of Creation (that does not have a 
broken link). 

Later I found that my simple functions within this totality 
c o u l d be compared to an elementary component of a 
functioning machine ingeniously created by Man: a bolt or nut. 
If one computer chip is missing, the computer might continue 
to function, but alas inefficiently, and sooner or later it will 
break down unless it is mended. 

Introducing such parallels gives me hope that you, the reader, 
will begin to focus the limelight upon himself, for only you can 
feel your being from within the massless photon in your head. 

Have PEACE of mind
Stop cerebrat-ing

Be conscious
F e e l 

t h e  i
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..AWAKE.. 
Part One

Awake to the new dawn for humanity…

I am awake now
I woke up to a beautiful dawn
Dawn, the transition from night to day
From darkness to light.

Ah…I am still in a bit of a daze
   I asked myself
Am I truly awake?

The more I gathered my senses
to come to my rescue
the more hesitant I became.
hesitant? …yes
For my sense of smell
detected
the foul breeze of the seas!!

Then I found myself busy trying

not to smell,
not to see and not to sense
for I did not have the strength to face
what I might see.

I…. Venture!?
that needs valor, courage.

Suddenly I became very busy
busy scrounging, a bit from here and…
a bit from there
and I scrambled a bit of venture with
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a bit of courage, only enough to be able
to open only one eye.

I opened one eye and what did I see if not
the source of the fouled smell.

I turned about…and…I was AGHAST
For the seas were full of scum.

I became confused and scared…
I said, KEEP COOL to myself.
Then I thought, I must not ignore what IS!

Now, should I go back to my peaceful sleep?
My sleep will never be peaceful, unless
I face and deal with my fears.
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..AWAKE.. 
Part Two

Sure enough,
with a boost from an inner surge
I opened my other eye and what did I see
If not…the new and the most beautiful dawn

Now, no longer am I confused
nor scared any more, for…
   I realize—appreciate—
the gift of a beautiful dawn.

But how?
how do I deal with the seas?
for I still remember the seas!

And how about you…?
Are you aware of the seas?
Seas of ignorance and scum

Again I was tempted to be angry
For the outcome of confusion is anger
Hey, now—
Have patience, I whispered to myself.

Oh look, suddenly what do I see
if not the rivers…
rivers that become polluted as…
they…neared the seas!

Yet, I know that
the source of the rivers it
still
Crystal Clear.
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I smiled to myself encouraged, thus
I can accept WHAT IS…
for now I also know, that
A way to salvation is there…
For salvation comes from nowhere
but from the inner source, that is in YOU!
YOUR SOUL
As it is…also Crystal Clear.

Between the aspects of pain and JOY, 
I am committed to JOY…
For Joy sustains me during pain.

Time to rejoice!

P.S.
Hate stirs up strife,
and love covers all crimes.
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STOP AND REFLECT

In the physical sense
You have extremely
Burnt yourselves out.

The price was high,
The hart ached
The gut shivered and
The body trembled.

The individual sense
Did not respond, though
You have eyes that do not see
Ears that do not hear
Nor would it listen

yet how marvelous is
Your developed sense of touch,
Your hands brought you hence
Through the experience of
Creative touch.

Witness and see
The cities we have built
We have also introduced space
In space we shall find…PEACE.

I mean peace of mind.
Isn’t that what we truly seek?

For ten thousand years in Time
We walked flimsily on
The span of ignorance, and
Yet SURVIVED!
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Unto the new era
Of space and light

That we shall conquer next
All at the instantaneous speed of 0

1
~

T
i

m
e
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READY MIND!

What’s on your mind?

Unless you tell me
I could never know.

Unless you read me
You will never understand.

Unless you comprehend
You will never see the light, at
The end of the tunnel.

And above all!

How can you see the light…
Unless you have a ready mind?
And
A new perception of Thought 
and Time.

“Chance Favors the Ready Mind,” oil on canvas, 1983
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We are a Time ~ Mind Element

We shall know the true quantum computer* and the truth shall 
set us free.

*naturally abstract

“Madonna,” bronze, 1984 ~ ‘017
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DISCOVER TIME

Do not ask who created all this
Earth and Universe

Ask

Who is in control, at the helm
At this moment, the now!

For now is the Time,
The time to recognize the force
That TIMING IS behind it all.

As in life, so in death
As blind in darkness
Timing keeps running ahead.

SO are you as TIME!

Find you-SELF in darkness
So, you will never get lost again.

At that instant
You will find yourself
Facing the light
With Time alone

Only to become a STAR
Once more
In the Biggest Black Hole ever, 

and forever.
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THE MAN AND THE TREE

We   were born with strong hands
Our  mate with healthy breasts
Our  hands for creation
Our  breasts for rearing.

Our  Baby Bangs are our tender roots!
Our  roots nourishing our trunk.
Our  trunk healthy and strong
Our  tree-top shimmering in the sun…
And our  what?
Our  souls? our spirits? our minds?

We must go back to our Primordial 2 Roots!

On / Off Duality
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ME?

No matter what’ll happen to me
The fact will remain:
I AM an element of TIME
A PHOTON.

As clay
In the hands of an artist
So am I
 In the hands of Time.

For no matter
What’s on my mind,
Timing is a Continuum!

So is my mind.

TIME = THOUGHT
THOUGHT = TIME
“The God particle”

Quanta

PHOTON

PIXEL
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AND YOU!

You are instrumental
A particle of TIME,
A PHOTON!

Sense is elementary,
So is principle,
And in principle
Positive + Negative
To yourself
You are responsible.

And here it comes precisely,
YOUR CHOICE.

Choose you did, and
SURVIVED
Not because you knew
Your left from right
But only because
You were protected by
Your common sense…

Which said,
NEGATIVE self DESTRUCTS

And so could you, if not
For the only one amongst you.
The Intangible core that is…

Your Soul! Your Spirit! Your Mind!
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HOW CAN TIME BE TRUSTED?

To the end of the Earth
And beyond the center,
The CORE.

In 01 space/time we shall meet again
To view romantically
Our beautiful home.

Some will want to come back
Some will go wild and astray

Many of us
As if on SALE
99.95%
Have gotten lost;
Not only in space
But also in Time.

Space is limited to the Black Hole*

That has in its Center
A Photon as a core.

A scientist has asked,
Can we control a Photon?

We have discovered that we can control a stray human
But not a stray Photon.

Then he added, let us join forces:
With a Photon, for its In-Finity…
With a child who is

*The filter of the universe.
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Not quite finite.

For The Child would like to come to light
To spark your LIFE, one more time, 

   ~

    ~

     ~

and for all
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FORGOTTEN EDEN

In Eden we were born, and
In the diaspora we grew.
Grew and multiplied
Splendidly and well.

Aesthetically beautiful,
Psychologically sound…

Physically strong, Electronically efficient, and

IN SPIRIT FREE.

Multiplied we did
By leaps and bounds.

Though as sheep we followed
Through generations of PAIN,
Misery and KILL.

With only one glimpse
Of happiness and hope.
Hope!
That is here to stay.

Through sweeping
multiple integrations
We shall stamp out borders between nations,

   Only then
   Shall we be in our mental Eden again.
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SANDY, THE COMPLETE WOMAN

You I still remember
Delightful memories
Memories that thanks to you
Have been utilized to scale
My inter-encounter
Specifically with the feminine species
In my memory
You stand above.

I remember your eyes
Not their size or shape
But the twinkling spark
Of their silently spoken ray.

And your smile, what a smile
Oh, one that engulfs with its scented,
Soothing warmth, body-oil like…

And your cry is
As peaceful as a swollen river cry
In Time of spring. That was…
When I offended you with my then
Ignorance of a delicate soul.

You were daring, yet spontaneously so.
Yes, I remember, on our way out
of the Petit Moulin in Santa Monica,
Your middle finger gesture in the air,
And from there into the drizzling rain.

And do you remember our experience…
On the horizontally hung tree limb,
To the right of the stream in Yosemite
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As we were facing upward towards Vernon Fall?

Wouldn’t you go along with me
As I now say that
We were a perfect match
With our surroundings……….then

Naturally free
Humble as the damp earth
Fragile as an alfalfa stem
Strong as a rock

Beautiful as the rosy-purple little flowers
Grown amidst the many baby tears,
and water mist.

Up the mountain terrain
And down the land that was drowned
By the river stream
We climbed then, and…
Our soul rose and fell
As a playful swing.

Yes, I am still alive and well,
Well beside you, the complete woman.

And, Oh, thanks
For the sweet almost complete
A.I. (Alternative Intelligence) APPLE 2*!

1974

*Computer!
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RELATIVITY
(Man, Earth and Time)

Everything is relative.

We are on this satellite.

Green, blue, yellow and red
As the rainbow
Spectrum of colors
That sharpens our senses

THUS PERCEPTION!

So is our sense of aesthetics,
Aesthetics, beautiful and pure.

We rotate as if
The tender hand of a child
Had rolled us into space, and
Into TIME.

Time that is time l e s s!
Until we stop! and
Count back to 01 Time once again.

Cosmic gravitational chocolate collision.
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WOMEN’S POWER N.O.W.*

Euphoric existence
Everyone may experience.

Though
One stumbling block
Is in existence,
Your memory! calls for assistance
For more of LIFE

And not merely existence.

True, you remembered
Only the middle-MAN.
But alas, you forgot THE one
That IS TIME.

Sorry, dear Woman
You have been fooled,
For Jesus Christ was a MAN
A MAN of thought.

TIME! is the almighty one,
GOD and THOUGHT.

So, GOD declared,
Surely, together Goddesses,
i.e., Women of thought,
Come to the fore!

With MAN hand in hand
Unite your thoughts;
Be futuristic in building a road

*National Organization for Women.
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To…creative ecstasy and more.

Together N.O.W.!
Let us start a new count!
Of TIMING…to rock ‘n’

r
~

o
~

l
~

l
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A MIRACLE!

Coming along?

As a hummingbird humming was my mind,
For only a chance was required.

Miracle
may come and go as it pleases
Except for a visit
on this holiday season

Only for now, hello and goodbye
And so long!
As long as you promise
Not to foil this miracle
In its sudden appearance.

On this jewel Planet
Spectrum of colors
as of Universal spring
Aesthetically beautiful
as the tree is green,
the sea is blue, and
the sun is yellow and
Red blood,

Blood that was poured
Yet continued to RoaR.

Forward—Ahead
Back to Eden with my people
I go

Complete the circle once more, and
Thanks to you All,
and so long ~
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AND YOU AMERICA

You the strong, and
You the weak.
You puzzled me.

You the genius, and
You the dumb.

You the politician, and
You the judge.

You the greedy, and
You the bum.

And you also
Gave me hope
Hope that grew since then
When I was born.

Hope is the core,
The core of my soul.

Soul that transformed
Through metamorphosis
Into the body that am.

Through you,
I have seen the worst and the best:
The ugly and the beast,
The beautiful and the deer.

So you, America!
You have been the Model,
My hope for the rest of the world.
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POLITICALLY SPEAKING

Capitalism, Communism and all the rest
In deed must be put to rest.

No political power shall persist
For they…….ALL
Get their share, and then assist.

YOU’ll treat yourselves as Gods
Masters of your own worlds and Universe,

Worlds of fantasies and more dreams.

Your dreams will become a reality
Mingled with yet more dREaMs’ FANTASIES
In building uni-verse cites as a bridge.

The impossible, YOU might say—And then
MURPHY’s LAW you will remember!

Immediately.
You will let Go—with a catch

You will neutralize yourselves at that.
dREaM NO MORE!

As reality sets in.
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HUNTING

Hunting is our primitive drive
Then it was necessary to survive.

We kept the practice, and then
We used it against our own kind!

This practice will stop!
As soon as we confront
Our own missiles and…guns.

And remember!

When we kill an image
We kill a God
And a fellow Man.

    ?
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GREEN BACK

You the generals and you the admirals
Forever have done your best to kill.

So a businessman
Is also out for a $ kill.

Now all must be decorated for their bravery
And performance in the deployment of:

What?

Nuclear weapons?

Hope not, and make sure
You push the button DARE NOT!

For the sake of all
We have a mission to stop the killing
Of SO MANY innocent souls.

     X.
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EASTER ISLAND VS. FALKLAND ISLANDS
Friday, May 21, 1982

?

They fall, bleed and die
To be able to raise a flag.

We build missiles to destroy
What we have also built
Ships, Carriers, Aircraft, and Missiles.

The epitome of self-destruction.
Missile kills a missile,
No less man kills a man!

Only to raise a flag?

I would rather surrender.

B r i t i s h  M e n t a l i t y
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WHERE AM I?

[How did I get here?]
Hovering over the blazing inferno
How did it happen?

While some experience
Other extremes,
As those who might be
shivering in the snow!

OR,
Those who might be
burning to their death.

And yet
Some might be experiencing…
the forest and the rain!

Thus,
No one ever experiences any of:
Your very-Own perception
Which is SO UN-unique in its uniqueness
YOUR EXPERIENCE!!

SOME might be experiencing slavery.
Yet MOST surely
Do complain about their misery

Who put us there?
Stuck in the mud?!
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SHIP OF FOOLS

We make fortunes that we leave behind,
For our children and for our wives.

We have also left them the AAA task
Of protecting our/their fortune.

Will it ever arrive?
Only if any should survive.

What, money?
Funny

Our courts of law need that very support.
How else could they make it to shore?
But so what?
We are all swiveling on this planet
That we call “a ship of fools.”
We not only use, but also abuse.

WHO?
US?

Ship of Fools
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THE FIRE ANTS

Open your eyes and watch
The swarming deadly fire-ants
IN TIME
They may cover over all the land
While we keep thrusting
On, killing each other
And letting the fire-ants go free.

     1982
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BIRD’S VIEWPOINT

Look at those down there, Criminals $
The people, one bird says
What are they doing to themselves?
Increased pollution. Ah, suffocate!

They keep building more cars and-
More airplanes.
Their oceans and rivers a dumping place

They also MUG one another
Might just as well
Before they kill each other-
all over the place.

STOP! The bloodshed.

Let’s escape! the first says
But to where, my friend,
I am tired.
I keep flying away!

I have been a prisoner to those…
Down 
there.

WHEN DOES IT END?
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A DAY IN OCTOBER

Starts with a telephone call
From a broker I hardly know
Who would like to sell my soul.
The buyer?…I never know.

The broker has broken a moral law
10%  he asked for his telephone call.

There is only one problem, though,
He was trying to sell my only soul!

So I offered 40% if the man
Would just leave me alone.

This way I’ll still have what I want
My soul to be left alone.
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THE WHIP --------------

We have constantly been whipped
Driven to hard labor and meager board.

Mammon and gold we desired
For its glow, we made it required

Rich and poor were enslaved
For the evil they enclaved.

It has been like a see-saw blade
That keeps running in vain.

Mammon?
In a few decades
it will not be required, or happily
TIME might make it sooner to retire.

Our fear of creation held us down
But if and when we create
We’ll ascend a notch higher.

Only then
We will never go to waste
Nor will what we create, ever go down
The drain

God/Time is having fun since—retired
Thus the whip will not be required
Not for the horse, nor for those who retire.

Working is a sin in God’s mind,
So stop now and retire,
Go do only what you LOVE TO DO and desire.
CREATE!
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VENTURE!

You, Get out,
Rise to your capabilities,
Venture to realize your capacities.

Through experience you must find
The hidden games of your intellect,
YOUR MIND
A true life, God knows.

You do not need but one to follow
ALL; in a fraction of a second
You’ll be charged with a cosmic Ray,
Your instinct.

Only to realize that
You really don’t know…
Until you do VENTURE!

“LUV,”  oil on paper, Christmas 1983
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FREEDOM/MORAL DIGNITY

Freedom is as shiny as a golden chain
Freedom is most difficult to retain.

I meet resistance after resistance
From you all, Except
for a minor change.

Change is imminent and so is your speed
Sooner than later you would want to heed
With a golden chain you would want to lead

From here to eternity you seek a retreat.

From your mortal bed you shall raise a head!
To check who is your neighbor…The dead
And who do you see?

Hardly believing your own eyes,
For those were your enemies,
And so close by!
AS NEAR AS YOUR HEART

No one can hurt me but me,
SO NOW, count me out.
Your games, I will never play again
So my freedom can be maintained ~ ~ ~ ~

FOR EVER!
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FOR A START

You’ll view in your present movies of the PAST
A twinkle or two, a reflection in your eyes
To bring joy and happiness into your hearts
As if a million years of misery have passed by
Never to be repeated in this era, the now.

HOPE! shall capture your imagination, since…
  IT IS the only key to your salvation,

CERTAINLY NOT THE PAST!

Watch the second hand on your dial,
To start.
Hours and minutes later
Cannot be stopped
As long as:
The seconds keep rushing, rush, rush, rush by.

But what’s the rush?

My thesis will be supported in a flash!
you have been lost only for a fraction—
Of a second….z a p p p p

In your overwhelming, own present G A P.

Wouldn’t you run for cover—F a s t?

I am on this heaven now
Since I* forgot the past…the i** along with it.
Both will have to be rendered a LOSS.

*Id.
**Ego.
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HALLOWEEN
In Time We Trust

My spirit, soul and mind
Are three in one SOL I possess
Hot to the flesh, cold when hiding away.

Soon in spring
Flowers and rainbows surely will appear.

You shall be judged as equals, and
Equally judged.

Now wait! this can not be promised
For the soul is a tight friend to…
The Time-shadow of the holy ghost,
That has been hiding from you all, and for
SO LONG…

Come Halloween, it might just scare you all.
What, What? the holy ghost?

But that was not as holy as you thought!
Though the ghost was my very and only soul

***

I dare God/Time to prevent me from doing what I do,
Because I cannot do anything

without Timing telling me what to do.

ESCAPE ~ ~ ~
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~ ~ ~ ESCAPE

….from here to there
As soon as I can find a place
To shelter my only soul…you know
The one I failed.

Now, where can I escape to
If the soul I managed to fail
Keeps following me to

The mean ghost!?

SO!
If my ghost was also my holy soul?
How then…my only desire is to escape?

Since no one can hurt me but me, or
The mean ghost—i…
must get out of my way TO SPARE my soul!

Through the one and only one EXIT
To HEAVEN?
No-one can truly escape…
NOT EVEN ME…

X
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AT VENICE BEACH

What have I for you today, dear friends?
TIME…is the only thing I can spare.
If you should want to share it with me today
Come let us enjoy…talking, or just roaming
On the sandy beach next door
Where the serene Pacific continues to roaR.

Pelicans, sandpipers and seagulls, but
NOT the other bird, the endangered CON-

DOR
which from the mountains can mightily soaR.

Kites, in Venice there are only few today
For it is not a holiday,
But just another day.

The great escape.

“Happy Sandpiper,” oil on canvas.
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We are products of the past, and
yet a wonderful raw material for 
the future.
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As clay in the hands of an artist
so are we in the hands of Time

“Clay Priest,” 1984
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Life is a journey through infinity:
We live every day of our lives anew, 

 with our LOGIC as the driving force.

Deep Mind
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CHILDREN OF THE NIGHTS

There is this telephone number 213/461-3160
YOU can call!
To be rescued if you would, From
Your pimp and the perverted animal adult.

Run away, Run away
Before it is too very late
You know there is tomorrow
The other day…

The sun may not shine through a rainy day
But your hearts keep throbbing away.
Seek resolution elsewhere,
My lost and yet dear friends. LOOK OUT!

With your pimp, you can only be a loser, and
Recognize, you are the victim
Of those who put you there.
Your hearts and souls
I can still see through

You are still pure

Come join ranks with the good
And with us you shall witness
The beautiful Dawn of tomorrow
The other DAY!

You can manipulate this world
     with only one word: Time!

    1982
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FLASH MEMORY

The future of our Creation
Rambles in our direction
Thus important to our very own resurrection

We the creationist MANKIND
The very image of GOD we have acquired.

Our gray matter we call our mind
That’s All we need and require.

The seed of thought
will trigger our collective mind,
Only to remind us that we are
Only a tiny flash of light
In the overwhelming continuum span of TIME.

Life I.S. a Conscious Hollow~Graphic Memory
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MANKIND

Upon ourself
We inflicted our miseries.
Miseries that were UNnecessary.

We begged for help,
Help that cannot come
From anywhere but
From us all…AS ONE!

Collectively we endured, and
Collectively we hoped:
Now is the Time
To rise and to live
Now is the Time to  STOP!
To reflect, to appreciate, and
To enjoy.

Enjoy your creation
Enjoy your dreams
That may or may not come true
From a mountain top.
 ------
As one nation
The time is now
To cooperate with others

Nations of the monkeys
Nations of the birds, and
Nations of the whales.

For we all are
Beneficiary of the apple
And the TREE!

Lechaim…To Life   ○
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WAITING

I expected the moon to
rise to my left, the east.
In my imagery, I saw it
Rising from behind the mountains
The hills and the high horizon beyond.

THE MOON!
sometimes will hover among the clouds
As in hiding games, in and out.
Sometimes bright, sometimes dark
But the one with halo far apart…
My images are far and beyond.

a
Million pictures go by
Never to be repeated
As Time goes bye, bye ~ ~ ~
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YOUR HONOR

We have been found 
NOT GUILTY!
—Only by reason of insanity.

We are at this turning point
Point of humility and awareness
Only to be able to keep in touch,
With our mother…EARTH,
That keeps trembling from anger.

This Mother is yours and mine
Still alive and well and—
Crucially sensitive!

So is Justice
Still in danger!!

With a sense of positive morality
POISE, raise your head with a smile, and
Face…A single ray, although
It is only a single ray,
That is within you!

Hope you bring justice.
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I SURRENDER

All was in vain.
In all my attempts
To secure a heavenly place
For YOUR soul.

BUT i FAILED

i have been in pain,
For it was almost all in vain.

How can I explain?
My words in all
Went down the drain

What more is there to say?

Except, if i owe you more
How can i pay?
If my only success
Was recognizing my failure!

Thus I tender my surrender. X

Information Network

Neutral Intelligence

I.N. ~ N.I.
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RELIEF

As butterflies
We shall hover
Over the land and
Along the shores.

So fear not
on this planet
We kings shall dance
With our queens.

Drones
We shall build
On Hydrogen engines
We just might sit
A gyro will also assist.

Where do i go from here
i don’t really know
For whatever comes
I’ll have to accept
So i* can stay free
From a responsibility
i* no longer have.

What a relief!
Now I am response-able.

*gone!
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HOPE!

Hope is our soul
The cold the frozen SOL.
As when once we were lost
In the windy frozen North

That was our last resort,
Of a sort

Pit’s bottom cried out…
…But…dead silence.
As if the dead were buried
Twelve feet under.

How ever far down,
The wicked strived to survive
While TIME, hovering all around
In complete curiosity and silence,
Was trumpeting the very torch of life.

Now, How soon can the true spirit—
Come to life?

O well, we must all first…drink
To the spirit of hope.

Bridalveil Fall, Yosemite
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…BLAME NO ONE…

No one need be blamed
Not a government nor a priest
Though we found yourselves, Ah
In this mire and deep sleep

We feed on one another
Without mercy or relief, and
Most of our practices and deeds
Are nothing but mischiefs!

But now look ahead
For the greening of America
Is coming and near.
Everyone will find sustenance
for the stomach,
as well as for the brain.
Happy times are coming again,
And for that
No one person can be credited.
Not even me!

 
  ~ X
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Only when you surrender to 

Time and Peace

will the two simultaneously appear
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LOVE NEVER FAILS

You have always loved that steel nail
As and when you wanted to nail a friend
You have accomplished your task
Without fail.

Now after the fact who is to blame?
God or his fellow man, should any care?
But for NOW what difference does it make
After so many centuries IN TIME—
You spent in pain.

What happened to the flesh, then?
No one knows and who really cares.

And the story of the shroud?
How SO MANY still debate!
Only recorded history can truly tell
But if not recorded, what the hell.

Your LOVE would not have failed
If you had only listened.

Thank you for your Time
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FROM 01 TO 0

Unify your thought
So you’ll know your goal
A beautiful future for all
To PEACE and happiness...Skoal!
A TIME of remission is here
To save you from your carnage and kill
Only THEN!
No one will need pay a bill

That’s when you will finally rise
To a new life to live.

In all history, none were like you,
Nor will you ever be duplicated.

If you have such a trend of...01 thought
Then come forward, 
For whatever is positive and whole.

Be Uni-Versal
as you are already
[010].

We are the gods of our image, our state of mind
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THEN…

When I was born
In a moment, THEN was called the NOW,
Between the future and the past,
And here I am again.
I came to witness a new and beautiful dawn.

To surface again and when?
No one knows, and who really cares
Since I am still alive and well  

~ 

~ 

See You Then
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BLUE BEACON

Shines bright through the night 
As a cosmic ray
Your mind shall delight
And your heart glow alight.

In total darkness……………
You shall find your way
By the beacon that will guide you

Back to shore tonight.

Come bring grace back to my life, my Love… 

Oh, bleeding hearts.
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WORLD UPSIDE DOWN
(Tohoo Wavohoo)

It took only a snap
For earth polarities to swap
Thus communication was in total scrap.

Snap replay may occur
To restore communication
A vehicle for understanding
Among us ALL
As we still have
A demon in our heads…our MINDS!

Where X polarities
Must also be restored.

XYX
   Sun., May 23, ’82
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MIDNIGHT SNAP
Tue., May 25, 1982

Nadir     X     Zenith
Change of polarities

     -X-X-X-X
—X  The PAST
Forward we are, in the future.
The       X       now.

Accelerate, Exalt-rate, and
No salary-rate.

DONE, DONE, your honor
For tomorrow is another day
But, today is still an X…

     Y

We may ask any question except WHY:
For, 
We never knew
Nor will ever know beyond…

01 turned into 010*.
From 0 we come, to 0 we go.

Now we must capture our own imagination.

     XY

*Binary Verse
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OH, MAN!

Man of prayer,
A marvelous concept you applied
Sins and mischiefs between prayers
Tricky approach for a coverup…

You built churches, Mosques, and pagodas,
asking forgiveness for wicked deeds

You prayed for mercy and for support.
And for deliverance from what? 
Original sin?

Do you know your own role in evil and sin?
If you don’t, no matter. No need to repent!

Creativity is the Flower of Life
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COMPUTER HEAD

All along I have learned to accept what IS.
What IS, is a wild guess.
As in the wild, there is
Only a change of minds at best.

And here I am
With a new computer head* change
So I can rediscover

my real N.I.** 
again

**Protein chip
**Natural Intelligence
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E.T.

…appeared on one moony night
Scared and Cold but survived
found by a little pizza boy
Taken home and kept in a closet

At first chance the guest ran away to hide
Then…..was lost and hard to find.
With rusty saw he phoned home to his kind
i.e., to those who left him behind, on
This Earth and satellite.

Will E.T. ever be found?
Provided the search is carried off
Without a chasing hound.

Behold, a Miracle has occurred in time
He was picked up by his own kind
But!
The poor one has left his heart behind, and
Now he is back on his Satellite
Far from Earth and man-kind
Forming a telepathic bridge with US.

Is E.T.* the true messiah??

*Eternal Time
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LIBERTY

Liberty
I have sought and found
Though limited in my protective cocoon,
fragile yet determined to seek the light
To maturity.
Maturity is my salvation from self-slavery,
Slavery is a form of ignorance and greed
A cancerous form of power

Power imposed on me as an almighty evil
that has absolute control to direct
My mind and soul.

A moment and only a moment
pushes the scales to the here and now.
I focus on the light that
rises not from the East but from the West
The west of the western hemisphere
So-called the free world where 
enlightenment finds a fertile soil, and
an energetic sun to nourish it.
Yet I am still a prisoner, for
I possess freedom only from within,
seeking the accompaniment of freedom
from without!
For only harmoniously with my people
will I reach the promised land

of our collective
cognitive mind
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April 1 is recommended as a day dedicated to men of peace 
who made it possible after all.

Now we can collectively manage our future.

America’s light is sustained by the love of Liberty and Response-ability.

u s a
2
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TIME is the total collective mind 

 Uni~Versal Consciousness.

Universal Thought.
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SMILE

A Smile is on my face
For we have arrived hence.
What can I say or write?
I am conscious of my smile
While I see the majority of mankind
Still lingering in deep sleep…
Where they harbor harrowing dreams
That shall nevermore appear
Because they will be falling, falling, falling ~ ~
And suddenly awake
Straight into the camp of peace.

“The Kiss,” bronze, 1984 ~ ‘017
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Primordial Visions
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שחיתות

עד מתי אתה האדם?
עד מתי?

תורה מסיני קיבלת וניצלת
אז שחקת ורמסת אך לא למדת

וכך בעיה יצרת ללא תעודה וללא זיהוי
לכן התדרדרתה כגלגל ענק שקרב לתהום

לצעוק עצור זה לא יעזור
כי המעצור ביצירתך סירב לענות .....

רק רגע לפני נפילתך לטמיון
לא היתה ברירה אלא להתחיל לחשוב

רק אז גילית זהות השחיתות .....

בעית התדרדרות בעיצומה
דרדור שהמשיך בקיצור ובמהירות

הלב דופק יותר הגוף מרחף ..... נופל
במצב זה התעוררתה

אחרי רבבת שנים מצאת
שכל זה היה חלום.

1983

CORRUPTION / שחיתות
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CORRUPTION
(Shchitut)

Until when, you humans? Until when?
Torah from Sinai you received, and you survived,

you believed, you suffered, were crushed but did not learn.
Thus problems you created:

Corruption without certificate or identification.
Therefore you have tumbled down the slope

As a huge wheel tumbling down into oblivion 

Hollering, “Stop!” did not help
Because the brakes in your creation

Refused to respond

Only a moment before plunging into oblivion,
There was no choice but to begin thinking.

Only then you discovered the identity of corruption.

You tried to resist, while your problems ran amok,
Skidding became a sprint, faster and faster

The heart pounded, the body hovered and fell.

In this condition you awoke
After millennia, you found that…

It was all nothing but a dream.
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סבלנות

הצלתך האדם נבעה מסבלנות
סבלנות ברוח אך לא בגוף

גוף שהמשיך לרוץ ללא איזון
עד אשר נשחק הגלגל

עד שצעק ...... איי.

די, עליכם להפסיק, עצור
הגלגל לא חייב להגיע לתהום

אך איך לעצור? המשקל כבד הלא?
בעייה קשה יצרת האדם,

עד לזמן בו תשובה קלה תיתן.

ובינתיים מה עלי לעשות?
חכה ונראה אך עד מתי?

הרי תשובה ישנה לבעיה שזוהתה!
זהות בעיות זה תפקידך

כי רק בזיהוי תמצא סיפוק

ואז אין בעיה ..... אדם!

אין מחשבה—אין דאגה

1983

PATIENCE / סבלנות
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PATIENCE
(Savlanut)

Your survival, you humans, 
stemmed from your little patience 

patience of the spirit, but not of the body
Body that continued to run without balance

Until the wheel shattered, until you cried, “Ayyyy!”

Enough, you must stop, halt!!
The wheel must not fall into oblivion…

but how to stop it?
The load is heavy indeed.

Tricky problems you created, human
Until an easy answer is given

And in the meantime, what am I supposed to do?
Wait and see, but until when?

An answer to the problem is there,
Identifying problems is our duty

Because unless we identify the problem,
we will not find satisfaction…

Then there’s NO problem, 
Man!
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עונת הגשם

עונת הבצורת עברה הלכה
עונת הגשם מעבר לפינה

והנה אני שוב כותב מכתב שנשכח
נשכח לא מחוסר חומר במחשבה

כי אם עולם ומלואו בדמיון
דמיון של עולם בו אדם

חי באופקים רחבים ורבים
עולם של חופש במחשבה

עולם צבעוני תוך חלל נרחב
לקצוות איו סוף .....

נתק שרשרותיך לעבר
כי העתיד הוא עכשו

עכשו שכבר עבר ..... הלך!
רעיונותיך כעת הם מלא עולמך
עולם של שקט עולם של שלווה

כי שלום קרוב מעבר לפינה
ואיו זו רק תקוה, כי .....
שלום בתוכי כבר עכשו

למרות שרגע זה כבר עבר
הלך ..... לרגע המחר.

1983

THE RAINY SEASON / עונת הגשם
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THE RAINY SEASON
(Onat hageshem)

The drought season has past, gone.
The rainy season has just begun

And here I am again writing a forgotten letter
Forgotten not because of lack of thought

But because there’s a whole world of imagery
Images of a world where humans live in wide horizons

World of free thought, colorful world
widest space, to no end

Break your chain to the past, for the future is here now
The Now that just past went to the moment of tomorrow

Now your ideas are worldly Thoughts
World of peace, world of tranquility
Because peace is around the corner,

It’s not only a dream because
Peace is within me now: 

This moment’s already come and gone.
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STOP AND REFLECT

In the physical sense
You have extremely
Burnt yourselves out

The price was high,
The heart ached
The gut shivered and
The body trembled.

The individual sense
Did not respond, though
You have eyes that do not see
Ears that do not hear.
Nor will they listen.

Yet, how marvelous is
Your developed sense of touch,
Your hands brought you hence
Through the experience of
Creative touch.

Witness and see
The cities you have built.
You have also introduced space
In space you shall find… 

PEACE.

I mean peace of mind.

Isn’t that what you truly seek?

For 10,000 years in Time
We walked flimsily on
The span of ignorance, and 
Yet, SURVIVED
Into the new era
Of Space and Time,

That we shall conquer next
All at the instantaneous Speed 

of Time.

1982
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ICE AND FIRE
Time’s End

Ice and Fire I.S. the nature of the World
Frozen in hot pouring inner lava

Risen from the ashes to Be
At the cusp, exaltation-merging out

As if from the cocoon of Life: 
ready to fly ~~~

Possible but highly improbable 
A joke of life understanding who I am

I am who I am.

And what does it all mean, lean, mean, and clean
Fire within and snow-caps up and down—

The Himalayas, Antarctica, and the North Pole

Magnetism, rejection-ism, Marx-ism, Nazi-ism… 
while Creation and Evolution collide face to face

Down to the fraction of a second…
where Time has no end        •

February ‘014
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Photo Album
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“Purity,” Central Park, 2003
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“Hercules Squeezing the Air out of Antaeus,” San Francisco artist
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Gardena, CA 1975
A hanging-chair stand by the author.
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1975
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Venice, CA studio
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Mexico
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Kawaii, HI 2001
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Kawaii, HI 2001
Meli.
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1979
With Kate.
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1979
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Club Med, Puerto Vallarta, Mexico 1974
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Venice, CA 1976
Partying.
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“He,” December 20, 1986
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“She,” December 20, 1986
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“Aladdin’s Lamp,” February 1984
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“Marine Ship One,” August 15, 1982
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“Dadaism,” oil on canvas, 1982
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“The Surgeon,” oil on canvas, 1984
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“Mother Earth (Mother and Child),” oil on canvas, 1982
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Invite others to the New Paradigm

1 ~

2 ~

3 ~



“Adam and Eve,” oil on canvas, 1984
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“Adam and Eve,” oil and matches on canvas, 1984
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